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SECTION I · 

INTRODUCTION . 

A. :BASIC QUANTITIES ANp_·uNtts · . 

1. SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT 

Mass, distance, and time are expressed in the metric 1yau,m, in which the unit of: 

mas~ = grams (gm) 
distance = centimeters (cm) 
time = seconds (sec). 

The following conversion factors are used to convert the units . of mass and distance 
to the equivalent English system unit~: 

2. 54 cm = 1 in. 
1000 gm= 1 kg= 2.2 lbs . 

. 2." .LINEAR QUANTITIES 

'.l;t;lie amount of material in an object is itt:J mass (m), measured in grams. More pre
icls.ely, it .is the measure of a body's inertia (tendency to remain at rest when at rest, 
or ln~otion when in motion) . 

w m=-
g 

where 

w = weight of the body 
. g = gravitational attraction on the body. 

· On earth g = 1 (1 gravity, or 1 g) by defiilitlon, so that 

. m = w 

for any body on earth. 

(1-1) 

(l_-2) 
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b. Velocity 

Velocity (v) is the rate of change of position with respect to .time, measured in 
cm/sec. 

s v=-
t 

where 

s = distance 
t = time. 

Also, 

V = at 

where 

a = acceleration. 

These equations are for average velocity (assume, a uniform rate). 

c . Acceleration 

(l-3) 

(1-4) 

Acceleration (a) is the rate. of change of velocity with respect to time, measu),\'ed in 
cm/sec2. 

a = f (by rearranging equa.tio:n 1 ~4) 

Also; 

. 2s a- -- t2 

for uniform acceleration. 

(1-5) 

(1-6) 

Note that equations l-3 and 1-6 may be solved for distance, if that quantity is desired 
and the others are known: 

s = vt (by rearranging equation 1-3) (1-7) 

s = i at2 (by rearranging equation 1-6). (1-8) 
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T-he .acceleration toward the center of the earth caused· by the gravitational attractfon 
of the earth's mass is called gravity (g) , and 'is riumerfoally equal to ., -

_ g* = 32.2 ft/sec2 = 980 cm/sec2• 

d. Momentum 

Momentum (M) is the product of mass and velocityi measured in gm cm/sec 

M = mv. 

e. Force 

(1-9) 

(1-10) 

Force ·(F) is the rate of change of momel\tum with ~espect to t_im~,. or the product of 
mass and acceler ation; measured in dynes (1 dyne = 1 gm cm/sec2) 

M mv v ! F=-=-=m-=ma 
t t t 

F ::.: m (gm) a (cm/sec2) . 

Since g is an acceleration, by r earranging equation 1-1 we see that weight is a f.orce · 

w = mg. _ (1-12) 

I 

An important theorem that will be used in discussing the gyro float as a torque suµi-
ming member is: the sum of the fomes {or t6rqUe~) acting on a body is always ~erd. 
In equati6:n form ,. 

EF = 0 (condition of equilibrium) ~ 

This means, of course, that for every force acting on a body there is an equal anq 
opposite force also acting on the body. (The word "force" can be replaced by the 
ward "torque".) An example of this would be: a box resting on the floor exerts · a 
force . (its weight) downward on the floor. The floor also exerts an equal force up
ward on the box. Thus, the sum of the two forces is zero . 

. f. - Work 

Work (W) is the product of force tim,e_s -distance ; measured in dyne-cm 

W = Fs = mas. 

*g varies slightly for different parts of the earth's surface. 

(1-14) 



Work is closely related to energy - the amount of energy required to do the work 
(potential energy), or the amount of energy used in performing the work (kinetic 
energy) • These two kinds of energy are also defined as follows. Potential ttnergy 
is the energy of position, and kinetic energy is the energy of motion. These state
ments are evident from their formulae, which are -developed in the following manner: 

potential energy = work that can be done by an object= Fs .. • -mas;• mgh .(1-15) 

where 

g = acceleration of gravity 
h = height of the object; 

kinetic energy = work that is being done by an object = Fs = mas = 

ma !. at2 = !. mv2 
2 2 

where 

v = velocity of the moving object. 

3. ROTATIONAL QUANTITIES 

a. Moment of Inertia 

(1-16) 

Moment of inertia is analogous to mass in the linear s ystem, and is taken with respect 
to the axis about which the body is being rotated. It will be shown later that 

I = l:mr2. 

Hence the units of moment of inertia are gm cm2. 

b . Angular Velocity 

(1-17) 

Angular velocity .is the velocity of a rotating body with the distance expressed as an 
angle (in radians) . A radian is an angle that subtends an arc equal to · the radius of 
the circle. Since there are 271' radii in the circumference of a circle, 271' radians = 
360 degrees, · and 1 radian = 5.7 ·. 3 degre.e.s . The equation for • ~ngular velocity is 

w = ! (rad). 
t (sec) (1~18) 

Note that the angular velocity of all particles on a rotating body is the same, while 
the linear velocity of tLe particles nearer the rim of the body is greater than those 
nearer the ' axis. 
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c. Angular Acceleration 

Angular acceleration is analogous to li1,1ear acceleration, and is measured in rad/sec2 
4 

w a=-
t 

d. Angular Momentum 

(1-19) 

Angular momentum is analogous to linear momentum, and has units of dyne-cm-sec 
(to be explained later). When speaking of the angular momentum (H) of the gyro wheel, 
.the velocity term is the angular velocity about the spin axis (SA) . 

H = IwSA (1-20) 

e. Torque 

Torque is a force acting through a distance (radius) 1 analogous to force in the linear 
system, and also has the units of q.yne-cm. In general terms, torque is equal to the 
product of moment of inertia and angular acceleration, as shown below. 

f. Work 

W .i:: TB 

4; COMPA.ItISON OF tlNEAR AND ROTATIONAL QUANTITIES 

LINEAR 

m (gm) 

s 
v = t (cm/sec) 

V = at 

a = Y (cm/sec2) ' t 

2s 
a= 2 

' t 
s = vt (cm) 

' ROTATibliiAL 

I (gm cm2) 

8 · 
w = t (rad/sec) 

. w :;:z a t 

a = ~ (rad/ sec2) 
t 

2.8 
a =2 

t 

8 = wt (rad) 

(1-21) 

(1-22) 
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LINEAR 

s = !. at2 
2 

M= :mv (gm cm/sec) 

F = ma (dynes) 

ROTATIONAL 

9 = !. at2 
2 

H = ~wsA (dyne-cm-sec) 

T = Ill! (dyne-cm) 

5. CONVERSION OF RO'J'.ATIONAL TO -LINEAR UNITS 

s = r9 

v = rw 

a= ra 

where 

r = radh~.s of the rotf!.ting body. 

(i-23) 

(1-24) 

(1-25) 

We can now show how eFJ,uati~n 1~17 is developed. .It was .stated that torque is a force 
acting through some radius, or ft>r -a ctjncentrated mass, m, beginning to rotate about 
a ce~ter displaced from the mass by radius, r, 

T ~Fr= mar; 

but 

a = ra by equ~tic>n i-25 

so that 

• T = mr a r = mr2a. 

By equation 1-21 

T = Ia so mr2 in equation l-,.26 is equal to I. 

(1-26) 

Since objects consist of many particles . of ~ss, each separated from the center of 
rotation by its own r, the total I consists of the sum of the individual moments of 
inertia, or I = ~ mr2. 

1-6 



.. 

Now it can also be shown that the units of Hare dyne-cm-sec. By equation 1-20 
and equation 1-17 

Substituting the metric units into the right h~d side of eqµation l-27 giyes 

H = gm cm2 rad/sec = gm cm cm/sec. 

(The rad is dropped since it is only the ratio between the radius and circumferenpe . 
of a circle.) 

We can further multiply the rig)lt side of the last equation by seQ/sec, since thi~ 
quantity is equal to 1. 

cm sec 

The quantity encircled (gm cm/sec2) is a dyne, -so 

ij = dyne-cm-sec, as was to be proven. 

6. VECTOR NOTATION AND MANIPULATION 

Quarlt~ties that have m~itude, only ar_e called scalars -(mass, tim~, etc.). Quantities 
that have both magnitude and <jiirection are called yectors (velocity, acceleratiqn, 
force, etc.). A further good ijxamp1e of these two types of quantities is "speed/' and 
"velocity". Spe~d is a scalar, since we may talk about the top speed of a vehicl~ 
without ~pecif}'ing lifl:Y particular direction. Velocity, on the other hand, \s a ve~t9r 
because it al ways implies a direction (forward, North, clockwise, etc. ) . 

A vector quantity may be represented on paper by means of an arrow, the len~h pf 
which is proportional to the vector quantity and the direction of which is parallel to 
the direction of the quantity. Making the length of the arrow proportional to the 
magnitude of the vector quantity meru:is that we must choose a . suitable scale fqr 
drawing the arrow. For example, if velocity is to be shown as a vector arrow, we 
might choose the scale 1 in = 10 cm/s ec. Then,a velocity of 50 cm/sec ·would ~ 
represented by an arrow 5 in long. Similarly, we must identify the direct.ion on th~ 
paper. If the velocity to be drawn w~re to the North, we might let the right han<;l 

. side of the paper represent the North, so that the arrowhead would point to that siq.e 
in the given case. (See figure 1-1.) 
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--,----+----+-I-. ---+---+---~~, N 

Scale: 

110 cm/sec 

Figure 1-1. Vector.Representing a Velocityof 50/cm/sec North 

Two simple theorems permit vectors to be manipulated readily. The first is: any 
vector may be moved to a new location, provided its length is not altered and its 
new position is parallel to its old position. This means that the three vectors vt, 
~. and v; shown in the random orientation (.figure l-2b) can be. brought to a com
mon origin (a), 'Yithout changing the vectors .in any way. 

a. 

Figur~ l-2. Common Vectors 

The second theorem is: the negative of.a given vector is a vector drawn the same . ' . 

length and direction as the given vector, but with the arrowhead on the opposite end, 
as shown below. 

With these two rules, we can proceed to learn to add, subtract, combine, resolve 
ancf project v:ectors. 
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a. Addition of Two Vectors 

. . .· • .. ·.- __ : ~ ' '· . Vf and~ may be added to produce a resultant vector, Va, by the method of "com-
J>letlng the parallelogram" (figure 1-3). ;• 

Figure 1-3 . . Vector Addition 

This means that vlt, in effect, can replace v! and~- A common example of the 
addition of two vectors would be tp find the speed and direction of a boat momg . . . .;-;+ .. 

.. acro~.-a-stream. The forward speed of the boat would be V 1 and ~e st~am cur-
rent V-2 • · The a~tual path of t~f;l. h,pat, .then, would be in th~ direction ~~-_VR, and the 
speed of-the. boat would be propbttional to the length of VR· .:.. 

b. Subtraction of Two Vectors 

Two vectors may be subtracted by regarding the process as the addition ot'a nega-" 
tive vector; i.e., · · 

is the same as. 
=-+ =+ =+ 
V1 + .(-V2) = VR. 

r (The second theorem is used ta oJ;>tain (-"2)). The solution then continues by add#-ng. 
the two vectors by completing the parallelogram (figure 1-4). 

Figure 1-4. Vector subtraction 



c. Combining Three or More Vectors 

The "polygon method" is used; i.e., the second vector is drawn on the end of the 
first vector, the third onto the end of the second, the fourth onto the end of the 
third, etc., as 1hown in figure 1-5. The resultant is then drawn from the origin 
to the unconnected end of the last vector. 

o""'---------1~ 
V1 

~ ~ ~ ~ --> 
VR = V1 +V2+V3+V 4 

Figure 1-5·. Vector Combination . 

d. Resolving a Vector into Components 

Any vector can be broken down into two vectors that when added together will pro
duce the given vector; in fact, it is possible to find a whole family of pairs of vectors 
that will combine to produce the given vector. (See figure 1-6.) The vector pairs a, 
a', b, b', c, c', apd d, d' are just a few of the many pairs of vectors that could be 
used to prod~ V. The two vectors (a a' , b b' , etc.) are called components of the 
given vector V. 

Figure 1-6. Vector Resolution 

e. Projecting a Vector. onto Coordinate Axes 

It is frequently desired to find the components of a vector that lie along coordinate 
axes (that is, find two components of the vector that are at right angles to each other 
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and lie on the axes). This process : is just a special case of d above. .It is called 
"projectli1g the vector onto the axes" ; and the components are called "projections . 
of the vector". Figure 1-7 shows the proje'ction of the gravity vector onto two of 
the gyro axes to obtain the components of g (gIA and ggRA.) on those axes. 

s 

-----fol~~~-- IA 

gIA 

Figure 1-7. Vector Projection onto Coordinate Axes 

f. Rotational Vectors 

Aay of the rotational quantities (angular velocity, angular acceleration, etc.) ma:f be 
• I :. , • 

represented .as ,vector~ , .As Witk.Jinear vector quantit~es, the length of the ve.ctor 
arrow is proportional. to the thagnitude of the rotational quantity, and the directiori 

• , , . I . 

of the arrow is, determined by the right hand rule, which states: "If the finge:rs of 
the :tight hand are curved in the direction of rotation, the thumb points in the posi
tive direction of. the \i'~c'tdr (arrowhead). Another way of saying this is that the vec- . 
tor points in th~ direction of advance o'f a I'.ight-hand screw turned in the same sense 
as the rotational quahttty acts. See fiiture~ 1-8 and· 1-9. 

Right Hand 

Positive End of Vector 

Rotation 

F.igure 1-8. Right Hand Rule 

. · ff 
~ Direction et1 w RotaUon 

Right Harid Screw 
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·EXAMPLE: vector of the angular velocity of a wheel rotating at 300 rad/sec: 

Scale for 100 rad/sec 

.. I Rotational 
Axis 

Rotation Vector representing angular 
velocity of 300 rad/sec in 
direction of wheel rotation 

Rotating Wheel 

Figure 1-9 . 

B. GYRO PRECESSION 

Angular Velocity Vector 

Precession is the motion of a rotating wheel resulting from a torque applied to 
the wheel about an axis perpendicular to the axis of wheel rotation . This 
motion occurs in a plane mutually perpendicular to the plane of wheel 
rotation and the plane of the applied torque . (See. figure 1-10) . 

Note applications 
of right hand rule. 

Figure 1-10. Precession of a Rotating Wheel 

If the input rotation is in the opposite sense the precession will be in the opposite 
direction. The axes of the gyro form a right handed, orthogonal system. The 
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quanti~ies can be ~presented, in their proper orientation, by the thuJnb and first 
two fingers of the right hand, as shown in figure 1-11, where 

thumb = direction of positive spin axis 
first finger = direction of positive input axis 
second finger = direction of positive output axis. 

Right Hand 

Figure l-11. Orthogonal I.System 

Upon applying the right band rule to this system, it is ~en that th, direction of pre
cession is such as to attempt to align the spin axis with the input axis. At AC Spark 

• . I 

Plug the direction of wheel rotation (and hence the posiUve end of the spin: axis by 
application of the right hand rule) and the positive direction of the output axis are 
chosen. The positive end of the input axis (and hence the positive sense of input 
torqu-es). is then defined by the right band vector system. 

Two explanations of why precession occurs will be given. · The first of these explana
tions makes use of vectors. As discussed earlier, torque T = Ia. and since a is 
the time rate of change of angular velocity, T =It(. Also, angtiiar momentum 
H = Iw, and AH= I Aw . 

Solving both equations for I , 

(1-28) 

and AH = TAt. 

This latter equation expresses the torque (T) applied about the gyro IA in figure 1-12 
for a period of time At as a change in angular momentum (AH). AH is a vector and 
can be added to the H vector , along the SA, to produce a new angular momentum 
vector H'. The movement of H to :H' is accomplished physically by a rotation (pre
cession) of the gyro SA-IA. plane about the output axis (CCW as viewed from the posi
tive end of OA). · 
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Figure 1-12. Precession Vectors 

IA 

The second explanation of precession is a physical one. In figure 1-13, the torque 
about the input axis can be represented as resulting from a cwple applied to the wheel 
by a pair of rollers attached to handles. Any particle in the wheel to the left ·of the 
line BD will experience a downward force , and any particle to the right of this line 
will experience an upward force. Now let us consider the motion of one particle of 
the ' :wheel as it revolves (actually all of the particles follow the same path or a 
parallel path) . First observe the symmetry of forces upon the particle as it travels 
through the left and right halves of its path. While the downward portion of the cwple 
exerts a half sinusoid of force upon the particle in the left half. it can be argued that 
the right force acts in exactly the same manner for the same time in the upward 
direction. 

· QA 

IA B' 

Figure 1-13, Physical Explanation of Precession 
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If we examine the particle starting at point A, in the. first quarter revolution the 
p~ticle moves downward a certain distance under t~e irlfluence of the left bs41d 
roller. At the instant of passing paint B', the partic'Ie comes under the influence 
of the right hand roller and moves upward during its next quarter revolution. When 
the particle reaches C after one-half revolution, it is again at its origin1µ level, 
since it spent an equal time under the influence of equal and opposing forces. ~ing 
the third quarter revolution, the particle continues upward under the influence of the 
right hand roller. In the last quarter of revolution the particle again comes under 
the influence of the left roller and moves downward the same distance that it moved 
up ~n the third quarter revolution. The result at the completion of the full revolution 
is t~t the particle has returned to the same point (at the same level) from which it 
started. As every particle of the wheel follows this same path, or a path parallel 
to it, the plane of the wheel rotation ls tipped so that the front edge of the wheel is 
moving downward and the rear edge is movlr;,,g upward (counterclockwise rotation 
about OA as viewed from the positive end of that axis). 

It is important to note that although a tor.que was applied through the rollers, (or 
. through the spin axis shaft in a more practical case), no rotation about IA occurred, 
yet a precession took place aboo.t OA. The action may be expressed by the equation 

, TIA 
woA=H 

where w0 A, the angular velocity of precession is directly proportional to T1A, the 
applied torque about IA; :ind inversely .proportional to H, the angular mom.entu,m 
about the spin axis. 

However, , in the actual gyroscope, we observe that the -application of torque abqqt 
IA does not result in the infinite resistance to motion indicated by the exampl.e, 11-nd 

. that, while resisting our input in some measure, a spinning wheel may be .posi:tio,ned 
as desired. This may be explained by noting that ·a spinning wheel does not hav..e JI. 
unique input axis, and that application of a torque about any axis perpendicular .-t_o t~he 
spin axis results in an angular velocity about a mutually perpendicular axis. F~r
thermore, two input torques and two resulting precessions may and frequently .qo 
occur simultaneously. This is exactly -the case .in the practical gyro, where fri_Q\ion, 
damping, spring restraint, ine:ctia about•OA, ,or a combination of them create a :torque 
about OA during precession, and hence cause a second precession about IA. This is 
sbown in figure 1-14. 

In the figure, application of torque about -IA results in precession about OA as pre
viously shown, and indicated by solid vectors. (For single degree of freedom gyros, 
torque is applied to the entire gyro case, which then transmits it through the fluid, 
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SA 

Figure 1-14. Precession Axes 

pivots or magnetic suspens ion to the spinning wheel . ) However, damping, friction, 
spring restraint , and inertia oppose the motion about OA, producing the dotted 
torque vector shown. By noting the resulting precession about IA , ~ see that it 
ts in the direction of the original applied torque . The observed effect 'is thus simul
taneous rotation about IA and QA. The two equations may therefore be written 

l 

ToA = H wIA• 

(1-31) 

(1-32) 

Consideration of the equations explains 'the ability of a spi.niling wheel mounted in 
gimbals to maintain a fixed angular position when tlie gimbai's are rotated. If the 
gimbal bearings have low friction, the available torque about any input axis is very 
small, resulting in a very small precession. If the ·bearings on the precession axis 
.al~o have low friction, the "secondary" precession of the wheel in the original input 
.direction is small. Hence, stability of the wheel is observed. 

Equation 1-32 is generally used when considering the gyro float as a torque summing 
member. If the damping torque about OA is much greater -than the othe.r torques, 
then ; : 

where Cn is the damping coefficient in d\lj-cm, 
ra sec 
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and 
H 

Cn. 

The ratio H/Cn is constant for a given gyro. 

In a given length of time 

and the ratio is called the angular gain of the gyro. 

C. GYRO AXES 

(1-34) 

(1-35) 

In the preceding discussions of a rotating wheel , three axes were used: the spin axis, 
the input axis , and the output axis. These three axes, and a fourth axis (the spin 
reference axis) , will now be defined in terms of the construction of AC Spark Plug gyros . 

1. OUTPUT AXIS (OA) 

Output axis (OA) is a line passing through the center of the float pivots (also, a line 
passing through the centers of the microsyn rotors). 

2. SPIN AXIS (SA) 

Spin axis (SA) is the axis about which the gyro wheel spins. Ideally, this would be a line 
through the center of the wheel shaft , and would be exactly 90 degrees from the output 
axis. However , the holes bored through the float cylinder to accept the wheel shaft 
may not make an exact 90-degree angle with the OA, thus displacing the axis from its 
ideal position. 

3. SPIN REFERENCE AXIS (SRA) 

Spin reference axis (SRA) is the position of the spin axis when the float is at the null 
position. The null position of the float is that position where the signal microsyn is 
at electrical null. 

4. INPUT AXIS (IA) 

Input axis is the axis mutually perpendicular to the spin reference and the output axis . 
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D. BASIC GYROSCOPE CONFIGURATIONS 

1. GYROSCOPE FUNCTIONAL TYPES 

a . Integrating Gryo 

Equation 1-35 above shows that in the damped gyro there exists a fixed ratio between 
00A and 0IA- Thus , the float angular position is proportional to the input rotation 
angle 0IA· But 0IA is the time integral of the velocity WJ:A, hence, the term integrating 
gyro . It is important to note that if float unbalances and restraints are small, knowl
edge of input rotations is "stored" in the float position until it is to be used. 

b . Rate Gyro 

The rate gyro has a spring restraining its output axis rotation . With a rotational spring 
constant, k , in dyne-cm/rad we may rewrite equation 1-32 as 

(1-36) 

or 

(1-37) 

Notice in this gyro the float position is proportional to the rate WIA and is thus useful 
for rate measurement. Upon removal of the input rate , the spring pulls the float to 
null , and no storage capability exists for this gyro. 

This design has primarily elastic restraint about the output axis to make the output 
signal proportional to the input rate, WJA- Consequently, the k0oA term is important. 

c . Rate-Integrating Gyro 

The rate-integrating design has primarily viscous restraint about the output axis. In 
this case , k0oA is undesirable, and CI)W()A is an essential term. As the name implies, 
the output signal of the rate-integrating gyro is proportional to the integral of WJ:A-

d . Double-Integrating Gyro 

This design has essentially no restraint about the output axis, so the output signal is 
proportional to the second integral of WrA· Good performance from a double-integrating 
gyro requires an HwrA that is substantially higher than the summation of the µndesirable 
terms . 
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Figure 1-15. Single-Degree-of-Freedom Gyro . 
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Figure 1-16, Two-Degree -of-Freedom Gyro 



2. DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

The number of directions in which the gyro wheel can precess is determined by the 
number of gimbals , and this quantity is called the degree of freedom. of the parti
cular gyro . A single-degree-of-freedom gyro (as manufactured by AC Spark Plug) 
and a two-degree-of-freedom gyro are shown schematically in figures 1-15 and 1-16. 
Note that a two-degree-of-freedom gyroscope can accept two different inputs , 90 deg
rees apart , and that the input axis for one input is also the output axis for the other 
input , and vice-versa. 

3. STABILIZATION AND ACCELEROMETER GYROSCOPES 

The single-degree-of-freedom , rate-integrating gyroscopes built by AC Spark P iug 
are used almost exclusively for two basic navigation functions. One is to sense 
changes from stable reference, the other is to sense force or acceleration. Hence, 
there are stabilization gyros and accelerometer gyros . 

a. Stabilization Gyroscopes 

There are several types of stabilization gyroscope designs , including rate gyros, 
rate-integrating gyros , and double-integrating gyros. In all of these, it is desirable 
to have the unbalance terms as low as possible . 

b . Accelerometer Gyroscopes 

In gyroscopes built for use in accelerometers , the gyro float is made sensitive to 
acceleration along the input axis by designing a relatively large unbalance at right 
angles to the input axis - along the spin axis . In other words, the float is made 
pendulous , with the mass (m) and lever arm (1) along the spin axis. Acceleration 
(a) acting on the pendulum (ml) creates a proportional torque (mla) about the output 
axis. The accelerometer is operated in a servo loop that drives the gyro about its 
input axis , thereby developing a precessional torque (HwrA) that balances the pen
dulous torque. Thus , the accelerometer provides measures of acceleration and 
velocity , as shown below. 

The precessional torque cancels the pendulous torque : 

Hw:rA == -mla. 
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Dividing by H, 

ml 
Because H ~B a tmnstant parameter of t~e gyrp, 

StaUng this relationship in terms of time (f9r si~ple integr~tion), 

81A 

t 

. •, . 

a 
~ t and, dividing by t, OIi\ ~ v . 
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SECTION II 

THE GYRO FLOAT AS A TORQUE SUMMING MEMBER 

The complete equation to express all of the torques acting upon the float of a real 
gyroscope contains many terms. Equation 2-1 gives only the more important torques 
in very general terms . Each of the quantities on the right hand side of equation 2-1 
will be considered individuully in the discussion that follows. 

ToA = ±HWJ:A ± CnwoA ± U ± K ± R ± IoA O'OA :I: k0oA ± TTG (2-1) 

Equation 2-1 applies to any gyroscope, without regard to function or lypc. The vari
ous terms in the right member, however , gain or lose significance according to t:1e 
gyro design and application . 

A. PRECESSIONAL TORQUE HWJA 

This torque has been discussed previously. The three conditions giving rise to pre 
cession are: 

L A rotating wheel (preferably with a large angular momentum) , 

2. A torque about the input axis , 

3. Freedomi to rotate about the precessional axis (OA) . 

Since the input torque is expressed as an angular velocity about the input axis , the 
. subscript IA is used to distinguish between this ang·ular velocity and the an1~·ular 
velocity contained in H(H = IwsRA) , This latter rate acts about the spin reference 
axis and , hence, is designated WSRA· 

The magnitude of angular momentum depends only upon the size, weight , and speed 
of the gyro wheel , and H may be made larger by increasing any of the three variables . 
The first two quantities , size and weight of the wheel , are fixed during manufacture, 
and wheel speed is the only variable once the gyro is built. 

It is important that H remain as constant as possible in order to have the gyro gain 
constant. Again, the only significant variable is wheel speed . The gyro wheel is 
driven by a hysteresis motor, the speed of which is entirely dependent upon the fre
quency of the excitation voltage . 

Rotation of the earth about the earth polar axis (EPA) is an input to gyroscopes , 
unless some means is used to eliminate it (aligning IA in equatorial plane, rotating 
;.;yro about IA at negative earth rate, or torq .. dng float throug'1 torque microsyn) . 
If the input axis of the gyro is parallel to the eatth polar axis , full earth rate is 
sensed by the gyro, while if the IA is parallel tot; ,._ r~;1uator no earth rate is sensed 
by the gyro. At any other orientation , a component 01 earth rate is sensed that is a 
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function of the angle between the EPA and the gyro IA. In figure 2-1 it can be seen 
that when the IA is aligned parallel with EPA, the vector (WE) representing earth 
rate coincides with IA and the full effect of earth rate is sensed by the gyro. At 
the equator, on the other hand, the earth rate vector falls on the OA and the gyro 
is not sensitive to earth rate. At the intermediate latitude, the gravity vector is 
projected onto the IA, and a component of earth rate is experienced by the gyro. 
The magnitude of earth rate, correct to three figures, is 15. 041 degrees/hour. 
This is frequently expressed as an angular velocity, 7. 29 x 10-5 rad/sec. That 
this is a very slow rate is demonstrated by the following conversions: 

1000 x wE ~ 4 degrees/sec 

1000 X WE ~ 2/3 rpm 

1 rpm 

1 rps 

= 1440 X WE 

= 86 , 400 x w E • 

Gyro drift rates, that are due to the extraneous torques discussed below, are still 
smaller rates, and are frequently expressed in milli earth rate units (MERU). This 
unit is one-thousandth of earth rate, or 7. 29 x 10-8 rad/sec. · 

B. DAMPING TORQUE CD wOA 

Damping torque, Co woA, is: due to the action of the viscous damping . fluid on 
the gyro float whenever the float experiences an angular velocity about OA. The 
damping coefficient, c0 , is equal to H divided by the gain of the gyro. The damping 
coefficient can be measured by applying a known torque to the float (through the 
torque microsyn) and measuring the rate about OA. Hence, the convenient unit for 
measuring damping is dyne-cm/rad/sec. Note that gyro gain is simply a ratio 
(milliradians/milliradian) and so has no units. Therefore, dividing H by the gyro 
gain to obtain c0 produces the same unit as for H: dyne-cm-sec, which is the same 
as dyne-cm/rad/sec. 

C. , UNBALANCE TORQUES 

The U, K, and R terms in equation 2-1 represent unbalances, due to unavoidable imper
fe~tion in manufacturing, that !1-Ct as torque~ on the gyr9 float. _These torqu~s result from: 
(1) fixed mass unbalance along the input axis (UIA) and along the spin reference axis 
(U SRA) , (2) compliance unbalances (KIA and KsRA), and ( 3) residual unbalance. 
Each of these unbalances will be discussed in the following paragraphs, and the 
equations for mass unbalance and compliance unbalance will be developed. 
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1 . MASS UNBALANCE TORQUE 

Mass unbalance exists in gyros because parts cannot be machined or assembled to 
zero tolerances. Also1 the parts materials are not homogeneous. Even. these. very 
small mass unbalances are reflected in the performance of precision gyros . For 
example, a 0. 0000022-pound mass at a 0 . 4-inch lever arm would produce an error 
torque of 1 dyne-cm . In one of the rate-integrating gyros built at AC Spark Plug, 
a one-dyne-cm torque produces a drift rate of 0. 021 degrees/hour. Illustrating 
the effect on guidance, an airplane drifting off course at this rate on a flight be 
tween Los Angeles and New York would miss its destination by 11 miles. Conse 
quently, extreme care is taken to cont --ol the material quality and the mechanical 
tolerances, but despite close control , fl oats exhibit some mass unbalance . During 
final test, the resultant mass unbalance is determined and resolved into components 
along IA and SRA. The balance devices on the flo at are adjusted to bring the total 
mass unbalance to a minimum. After adjustment, the remaining unbalance is mea
sured very accurately, and this data becomes a part of the gyro's operating charac
teristics (in some applications, a further portion of the unbalance is eliminated by 
programming an opposite torque into the torque microsyn). Mass unbalance is 
dependent upon gyro orientation; that is specifically, upon the angles the gravity 
vector (g) makes with the unbalance masses . The equation for the torque about the 
OA due to the unbalances along IA and SRA will be developed for the general case 
where the gyro is the sensing component of some control servo (missile system, 
turntable, and so on) and the gyro is rotated about its IA. Other orientations of 
the gyro give rise to specific cases of this general example. Figure 2-2a simply 
shows the horizontal plane and the gravity vector perpendicular to it. In figure 2-Zb 
the three gyro axes are shown, with the plane of the OA and SRA sketched in. 
Figure 2-2c shows figures 2-2a and 2-2b superimposed such that IA makes an ang le 
(0) with the horizontal , and the intersection of the hori zontal and OA-SRA planes 
makes an angle (</)) with OA. 

First, the gravity vector is resolved into components on the IA and SRA. Projecting 
g onto the IA produces 

gIA = g sin 0. (2-2) 

The projection of g onto SRA yields 

gSRA = g cos 0 cos <f, 

since SRA is not in the same plane as g and IA (it is displaced from that plane by 
the angle cf>). 
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It can be seen that the effect of the gSRA component acting on the mass unbalance 
on IA will be to produce a negative torque about OA (as defined by the right hand 
rule). Similarly, the effect of the ITTA component acting on the mass unbalance on 
SRA will be to produce a positive torque about OA. Therefore, the two unbalances 
tend to cancel, and must be subtracted. If the magnitude of the unbalance on IA is 
designated UIA and that on SRA is called UsRA• and UsRA is taken as. the larger 
unbalance , the mass unbalance torque about the gyro output axis then becomes 

TOA = TJSR A g s in 0 ~ DIA g cos fl cos cp . (2-4) 

It should be understood that in equation 2-4 the SRA unbalance term (USRA) is acted 
upon by the gravity component acting along the IA (g s in 0), and that UIA is acted 
upon by the gravity vector along SRA (g cos 0 cos cp 

2. COMPLIANCE UNBALANCE TORQUE 

Compliance torque stems from spring-like deflections within the gyro float. Because 
it is impossible to build an absolutely rigid float, the design aim is to make it 
equally stiff in all directions about OA. When this is accomplished, the float mass 
still deflects, but always along the gravity vector and no , torque is developed. The 
mechanism of compliance can be better understood by considering a mass (repre
senting the gyro assembly) suspended by springs within a container (representing 
the gyro float), as shown in figure 2-3. 

In figure 2-3, 

M = suspended mass (wheel assembly) 
a = distance M is displaced from SRA 
b = distance M is displaced from IA 
kIA = spring constant (of the float) along IA (dyne s /cm ) 
ksRA =· spring constant along SRA (dynes/cm). 

It can be seen that no error will result if kIA = ksRA (M is midway between IA and 
SRA), for then g will be along OA, causing no torque about OA. In the case shown, 
however, the component of g along SRA (g sin 0) acts on the mass M at a distance a,. 
so that a torque is produced about OA (CCW looking into the paper) that is equal to 
Mg sin 0 a. Similarly, the torque about OA (CW) produced by the component of g 
along IA acting upon the mass Mat the distance bis: M gcos 0b. Since the former 
torque is CCW and the latter is CW, they tend to cancel and must be subtracted. 
Hence, the torque about the output axis due to compliance is 

ToA = Mgsin0a - Mg cos 0b. (2-5) 
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Figure 2-3. Compliance Unbalance Diagram 

The displacements a and b of mass M (by Hooke's la.w relating to springs) are 
directly proportional to the forces causing the displacements, and indirectly pro
portional to the spring constants. Thus, 

a = M g cos 8 , and b = M g sin 8 • 
kIA ksRA 

Substituting these quantities into equation 2-5 gives 

T _ M2 g2 sin 8 cos 8 
OA - . kIA 

M2 g2 sin 8 COB 8 

ksRA 

Since 2 sin 9 cos 6 = sin 2 6, equation 2-7 can be simplified to 

TOA= M~if f',,1n2 8 _ sln2 ~\. 
\ kIA ksRA) 

(2-6) 

(2-7) 
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Or 

g2 sin 20 
ToA = 2 (2-9) 

M2 M2 
Letting KIA = -k and KsRA = k-- ' 

IA SRA 

euqation 2-9 becomes 

(~IA KsRA) 
ToA =\-2- - - 2- g2 sin 20 . (2-10) 

In this derivation it has been assumed that the angle cf> is O (and cos cf> = 1). If cf> is 
not zero, it is necessary to multiply equation 2-10 by cos cf>. Again, note that the 
effects of compliance are dependent upon gyro orientation (the angles 0 and cf>) which 
may change continually in missile flight. 

Conditions that produce compliance torque in the manner described above also make 
a gyro very sensitive to vibration. To illustrate, assume that such a gyro is being 
subjected to vibration, ±lg, along an axis between IA and SRA, as shown in figure 2-4. 
As in figure 2-3 , the gravity will act upon kIA and ksRA and displace the float mass 
from OA. In this case , however, the direction of the gravity vector representing the 
vibration alternates . When the vector points downward the mass centers below and 
left of OA, according to the ratio of ksRA to kIA• and a CCW torque is developed. 
When the gravity vector points upward, the mass centers above and right of OA and 
again there is CCW torque. The torque curve in the figure was plotted from rela
tionship 2-8 , using M = 1 and maximum acceleration due to vibration = 1. Note 
that despite the alternating direction of g, the resultant torque is unidirectional, 
changing sinusoidally at twice the yibration frequency . The average level of torque 
from vibration is half the peak-to-peak value. 

Another dynamic consideration is magnification of compliance torques by wheel 
assembly resonances . 
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3. RESIDUAL UNBALANCE TORQUE 

Residual unbalance consists chiefly of two unbalances , one due to power lead unbalance 
and one due to. microsyn reaction torque. Since these torques are constant for any 
given gyro (as opposed to m~ss unbalances and compliances that vary with gyro 
orientation) , they are combined as R . 

Power lead torque arises because the electrical leads to the gyro wheel motor are 
not perfectly positioned, so that the residual torques of opposing leads do not cancel. 
To attempt to overcome this unbalance, the motor power leads are made of fine 
ribbon , curved for flexibility . Microsyn reactie>n torque is due to unbalances of 
magnetic forces acting on the microsyn rotors . These two torques are independent 
of gyro orientation , and are constant when the gyro is operating at null with steady 
microsyn excitation currents . 

D. FLOAT INERTIA TORQUE IOA(lOA 

As is the case with damping torque , this is a dynamic torque produced whenever the 
float is accelerated about OA. 

E . ELASTIC RESTRAINT TORQUE k00A 

This torque is dependent upon float position, with respect to the outer case , as 
though there were a spring attached between the float and the stationary outer 
housing. Elastic restraint torque results from changes in microsyn reaction torque 
and flex lead torque with float displacement from null . 

F. TORQUE GENERATOR TORQUE TTG 

This is a control input which may or may not be applied. When used, its functions 
are to compensate for unbalances, produce float rotations for test purposes , and 
to produce servo controlled motions about IA. 

G. OTHER TORQUES 

Only the most significant torques have been discussed; the performance of any 
practical gyro is affected by numerous other second order torques, including 
byoyant pendulosity torque , fluid motion torque , and uncertainty and friction torques . 
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SECTION III 

GYROSCOPE CONSTRUCTION 

A. WHEEL ASSEMBLY . 

1. WHEEL 

' AC Spark Plug gyro wheels are usually made of stainless steel or Inconel. A com~ 
posite wheel, consisting of a beryllium web and a Graphmo steel rim, has also been 
µsed. The wheel shafts are usually made of 52100 steel or Invar. The most impot-
tant ~onsideration in the design of a wheel assembly is to combine thermal expansfon 
~haracteristics of the materials so that center of gravity shifts with temperature are 
eliminated. Other desirable characteristics are high density and structural rigidi~y. 

' . 

The wheel cross section may vary in different gyros, but the general design aim is 
to provide the greatest moment of inertia consistent with adequate strength and suf
ficient heat dissipation. The purpose of the composite wheel, as well as of the wheel 
cross section shown in figure 3-1 , is to concentrate as much weight as possible in the 
rim (since I = Em r2). 

iiysteresis ri:ng, synchronous motors drive the gyro wheels at high angular ve1ociii~ .. 
The .. angular velocity of the 10 7 and 2 x 105 gyro wheels is 12, 000 rpm, while tha:t of 
the 25 PIG and 25 !RIG wheels is 16 , 000 rpm , The velocity of the 104 accelerometer 
gyro, on the other hand, is only 8 , 000 rpm . 

2. BEARINGS 

As shown in figure ·3-1, the gyro is assembled to the shaft with a matched pai.r of bal1J. 
bearing assemblies. Each assembly consis ts of an inner and outer race, a lubricant 
impregnated ball retainer , and steel balls. An inner and outer spacer (figttre :a-2) 
separate the races of the two bearings and provide the proper amount of preloa.d. 
Preloading is achieved and controlled by the use of spacers of different thicknesses 
between the bearings. The magnitude of the preload is such as to constrain the axial 
movement of the wheel to a rotational plane at right angles to the shaft. At the same 
time the amount of preload cannot be so high as to introduce excessive bearing fric
tion that would limit bearing life . (At the present time bearing life is the major 
limiting factor in useful gyr.o life at AC Spark Plug· .. ) The importance of correct 
preload can ·be demonstrated by a numerical example . Suppose that the gy.ro wheel 
shaft is horizontal, so that the full effect of gravity can act on any unbalance. Sup
pose further than the gyro wheel is displaced one millionth of an inch (10-6 in) from 
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Figure 3-1. Cross Section of Gyro Wheel Assembly 
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· its original rotational plane (thus causing an u.nbalance) .. Now the torque on· the 
float of a ·107 _gyro can be co:mpute~ a,s f,olfows: 

!oA = .mad 

· where 

m (mass of gyro wheel) 
a (ace.el. d~e to gra;vity) 
d (displacement of wheel) 

= 700 gms 
= 980 cm/sec2 

= 10:...6 in 
= 2.54 x 10-6 cm. 

ToA = 700 x 980 x (2. 54 x 10-6) gm cm2/sec2 

= -1. 74 dyne-cm. 

01'., this torque can be converted into an equivalen,t precessional input due to earth 
rotation (in MERU ) .by rearr~nging the equation .for precessional torque (TOA = 
Hw!A) to solve ~or input rate, 

and substituting in the appropriate val~~s 

1. 74 dyne-cm 
WIA = 7 10 dyne-cm-sec 

wlA = 17. 4 x 10-8 rad/sec. 

Now, since 

1 MERU = 7. 29 x 10-8 raq./sec, 

w = 17 .4 x 10-8 rad/sec 
IA 7. 29 i>< 10-8 rad/sec 

= 2 . 4 ME~U. 

The techn~ques of measuring pre\oad are indirect, most methods depending upon 
the kn.awn relationship between p~eload and wheel run-down (deceleration) time. 
-The common method of establishing preload in a 107 wheel during assembly is as 
follows. Tb,e partial wheel assembly is put into a fixture without an inner race 
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spacer. The desired amount of preload (in pounds) is then applied to one inner 
bearing race py means of a spring or by weights . The wheel run-down time and 
dec-eleration rate are then noted for this setup, and an inner race spacer is. selected 
that will just duplicate this run-down time and deceleration. 

To measure preload on the 25 PIG and IRIG gyros, on the other hand, t~e amount 
of breakaway torque is measured (the amount of torque required to accelerate the 
wheel from a dead stop) . On the 25 PIG and IRIG gyros , the wheel package, after 
assembly, _is vibrated translationally along the SRA and then again at 90 degrees to 
this axis (corresponding to the IA). The resonant frequencies of the wheel p~ckage 
in the two modes of vibration should be very close to each other . While this method, 
of course, does not measure preload in any absolute sense, it does attempt to make 
the cnmpliances along SRA and IA equal . 

3 . WHEEL/BEARING BALANCING 

Before a wheel and bearing assembly is installed , it is balanced to prevent forced 
vibrations in the gyro . The balancing operation equalizes centrifugal force on 
either side of two mutually-perpendicular planes that bisect the wheel. These are 
shown in figure 3-2a . Rather than equalize the mass to achieve balance, the mass 
distribution is adjustedso the two halves of the wheel develop canceling centrifugal 
forces . Centrifugal force is developed according to the following relationships. 

Fe = ~Fi , and 

Fi = mirif 

where 

. Fe is the net centrifugal force 

Fi is the force on individual wheel particles 

mi is the mass of the individual wheel particles 

w is the wheel angular velocity 

Thus, a nonhomogeneous wheel having twice as much mass on one half as on the 
other half would be balanced- that is, centrifugal forces on both halves would be 
equal, if the greater mass were arranged at half the radius of the other. That is 
the principle followed in balancing gyro wheels . Despite the variety of conditions 
that cause unbalance, mass is removed from the outer rim only. There are two 
reasons for doing so: 

·a-4 

a. Less material need be removed from the rim to effect the necessary change 
in Fi because of its greater distance from center F = m r w2, 

• 



b. The r im , being thicker than the rest of the wheel , is not seriously. weakened 
by the drilling away of material. 

B 

Fe (right) Fe (left) 

a. b. c. d. 

Figure 3-2 . Wheel Assembly Balancing 

Unbalance is detected through the forced vibrations created by the rotating wheel. 
In the unbalance detect or , the wheel shaft is suspended by springs. At either end 
of the shaft are the armatures for electromagnetic pickoffs . An unbalance of centri
fugal force moves t he entire assembly . This movement , sensed by the pickoffs , 
indicates the amount and location of material that should be removed. For example, 

·i , , .: · a radial motion of the wheel assembly indicates the summations of Fi developed above 
and below the A plane are not equal. In case the assembly is drawn outward with 
the lower half of the wheel , material is removed from the lower half as shown in 
figure 3-2b. The place on the wheel circumference from which material should J:;)e 
removed is pinpointed by interpreting the phase of the pickoff signal. 

The condition causing the radial motion could also have been detected by suspending 
the wheel and observing its reaction to gravity. This is a static check and unbalances 
that can be sensed in such a manner are static unbalances . There are other unbalances , 
of the type discussed below, that register only during a dynamic check. In order to 
complete balancing with a single setup of equipment, AC Spark Plug employs the 
dynamic check being described . As an example of dynamic unbalance, a twisting 
motion of the wheel assembly indicates the summations of Fi develbped to the left 
and right of the B plane are unequal . In case the pickoff signals denote a clockwise 
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motion of the wheel in figure .3-2a, the centrifugal force on the upper left quarter 
of the -wheel exceeds tha,t on the lower left quarter; and the force on the· lower right. 
quarter ~ce~ds that on the upper right quarter. The. difference in force for bo~h . 

- halves of the wheel can be· represented by vectors as in-figure 3-:-2c I which have ' 
components that tend to twist the w~eel - in a clockwise direction in .the orientation · · 
shown in figure 3-2c and in a counterciockwise direction 1-80 degrees later, when . -
the wheel _is . oriented as _fo figur_e 3-:-2d_i D~'llinffaway m~~ in the manner shown 
balances ·the centrifugal forces ancrthe wheel operates smoothly. 

If an unbalanced wheel were installed in a gyro, its performance and reliability 
would be seriously affected. The radial forces developed by any unbalance cause 
the bearing to wear excessively. The ·twisting forces resulting from dynamic un_
balance would modulate the gyro output at the wheel rate, as though there were 
high.::.frequency alternations about the gyro IA. This condition has an un~e_sirable 
effect on servo loo)) ped-o:r.mance, loading the amplifiers and in some cases setting 

· up oscillations in the gyro or its mount. . 

4. MOTOR 

The gyro. wheel spin motor consists _of: 

-a. A wound pole stator rigidly affixed to the gyro float, 

b. A magnetic hysteresis ring attached to the gyro wheel, 

c. The gyro wheel which forms the rotor of the hysteresis motor • 

. The hysteresis motors used in AC Spark Plug gyros have either four poles per 
phase or six poles per phase, and all operate from two-phase power. The speed of 
the motor is a function of the frequency of the excitation voltage, as shown by the 
formulae . 

·revolutions per second = ~ x f 
p 

where 

q, = number of phases 
p = total number of poles 
f = frequency of excitation voltage ,in cycles per second. 

(3-1) 

Note that frequency is the only variable in equation 3-1. In most AC Spark Plug 
gyros, the wheel motors produce speeds in excess of 10, 000rpm and consume less 
than 10 watts of power at voltages up to 45 vac . The only load imposeq on gyro wheel 
motors is-the bearing friction '(a function of ,preload) and windage. T.he ,ratio of this 
load to input:power, is the-effiei.ency .of the motor, which,is typically about 45 per.cent. 
The hysteresis motor ~ the pr.operty 0f maintaining at synchronous- speed any load. 
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Figure 3-6. Rotating Magnetic 
Field in Stator 

The particles of a magnetic substance have both "north" and "south" poles. In an 
unmagnetized sample of this material the orientation of the north and south poles is 
random. If the north pole of a bar magnet is moved transversely along the material; 
however, some of the. particles align their south poles in the direction of the magnet's 
north pole. Some of the particles that were aligned retain their south pole alignment 
when the magnet is withdrawn, others do not. If a sufficient number of the particles 
retain their induced south pole alignment, the material is magnetized, and becomes 
a "permanent" magnet with its south pole in the direction described. 

Two quantitative measurements are applied to the magnetizing process described: 
magnetic intensity (H), measured in oersteds, and magnetic induction, or flux den
sity, measured in gausses. These quantities will be related to the example given. 
Magnetic intensity is a measure of the force that the north pole of the magnet exerts 
on the south poles of the particles. This force is defined as follows: if two poles of 
equal strength exert a force (either attractive or repulsive) of one dyne when placed 
one centimeter apart, each pole is a unit pole (has a magnetic intensity of one oersted). 
Once the pole strength of a magnet is known, it can then be placed in any magnetic 
field and the intensity of that field measured by determining the force exerted on the 
magnet by the field. · 

· In an electromagnet (stator pole) the magnetic intensity is dependent upon the current 
producing the magnetic flux in the coil. It is evident from the foregoing that the force 
exerted on a particle is dependent upon the distance of the magnet from the particle. 
Thus, the particles closest to the magnet experience a maximum force, while those 
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tarther from the magnet· (both ahead of and behind it) experience a lesser force . In 
the gyro wheel then, the particJes are subjected to the magnetic. intensity of the 
rotating magnetic field in the stator. The rotating field .is magnetizing the particles 
in the whe.el , and the attraction and repulsion of these particles to the field causes 
rotation. 

The other quantity to be defined is magnetic induction , or flux density. Again, it 
will be related to the example cited. It was said before that some, but not all, of 
the particles in the magnetic material were aligned and retained their south poie 
alignment. The percentage of the particles that become aligned is a measure of 
the flux density (B), measured in gausses. (Not all of the particles in a given ma
terial can be aligned. Flux density considers the percentage .of those particles that 
are aligned) . Flux density is a function of H and of the type of material being 
magnetlzed. 

The magnetizing process can be further illustrated by plotting magnetic intensity (H) 

vs, magnetic induction (B). The virgin B-H curve in figure 3-7a shows that B :grows 
larger as H increases, until a point is reached where the material saturates . (all of 
the particles that can b,e aligned are aligned) . However, as H is decreased B does 
not decrease along the virgin B-H curve, but follows the lagging course indicated by 
the arrows. . As H reaches O, a large value of B still remains. As H is increased 
in the opposite direction, B continues to fall and reaches O; but as H is increased 
still more B again increases, but now in the opposite direction until saturation of 
the opposite magnetic polarity is reached, A large value of B remains as His again 
reduced to O, but B continues to decrease as H is again increased in the forward 
direction. This curve is the hysteresis loop. (In a stationary piece of magnetic 
material this loop is traced out at the frequency of the voltage creating the magne
tic flux. In the case of the gyro wheel motor, however, this is true only at stand
still i at other times . the hysteresis loop is traced out at a frequency dependent .upon 
the relative motion between the rotor and rotating magnetic field.) Hysteresis , tnen, 
is defined as the lag between B and H. 

Returning to the gyro wheel motor, let :us examine the effect of the rotating fields 
from the stator (H) as it induces a field (B) in the hysteresis ring, which is assumed 
to be stationary in this c.ase. As shown in figure 3-7b the rotating field is drawn as 
a N - S arrow. 

If we _examine the effect of the field upon the iron particles at some fixed spot in the 
hysteresis ring, sayat.Odegrees, we see the particles exposed to a magnetizing · 
force (H) varying sinusoidally with time. (His shown as a sine wave below the 
hysteresis loop drawing shown in figure 3-7a.) Therefore, in one cycle that segment 
of the ring eilq)eriences the various levels of induction (B) shown in one traverse of 
the B-1{ loop. 
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'If we now .freeze the rotating field in the position _s.hown in the figure after it has 
-been rotating, we are able to examine the condition of the iron in the ring at :varibus . ,_ 

positions in its cirdumference, and obs.erve that iri. moving-once -around the ring, -\Ve 
see .all the .B levels occuring in one traverse of the\B-Hloop. The values oCB crir:
responding to ·H at every 30 degrees -of r.otation ah~ obtained by projecting lines -ftpm 

., \:1... . 
the •H curve to the hysteresis loop 'at 30 degrees ~ltiples on the H curve. Thes~ , 
values ·(in thousands of-oersteds) and the magneti~ polarities are shown on the ·oo~-
responding rotor segments in the drawing to the ·Hght of the hysteresis loop. It rs 
important to note that the zero value of B (repres~nted by the dotted line) does oot 
coincide with O deitr~es on the rotor (due to the hysieresis lag) but falls between . , 
0 degi.ees and 30 degrees. Summing -up the flux densities to the left of the dotted 'line 
with respect .to the ~tator south pole shows an are~ of induced north poles attracted 
to the south pole. However, the area is weak in t.he vicinity of 30 degrees and con;_ 
tains less than a 90 degree segment of the ring. iii contrast, the area below the 
south pole from 90 degrees to the z~ro line is large with a strong north or,ientatid:ri 
remaining at 180 degrees. The .net force therefore is ·such a:s to produce rotatiofi 
of the rotor following that of the stator. A similar situation is seen to exist to th~ 
right of the .dotted line, with the induced south polE:is attracted to the rotating north 
:statdr pole. 

The magnetic field ih the motor stator rotates at high speed (the exact value beinit 
determined by equation 3~1), and a hysteresis lodp is traced out for every particle 
on the rotor for eadh cycle of the excitation voltaie. This, in turn, means that el:!:Qh 
particle on the rotbr will correspond to some poirit on the hysteresis loop at any given 
instant. Accordirig~y, the instantaneous values of H and B in figure 3-7b can be shown, 
even though these v,aiues are changing very rapidly as the field ,and rotor are rotating. 

The foregoing describes the events occurring at standstil-1 and during wheel runup; 
~hen the wheel is not in synchronis.m . Since the {6rque upon the hysteresis ring ~~s 
considered to be a function only of the angle betw~ert the induced field in the dhg ftij.d 
the stator field , it follows that the torque of the ideal motor is constant from zerB fo 
synchronous speed if excitation is constant. 

As ... the wheel nears synchronism, the rate at which the field sweeps an~ particular 
spot .'on the ring becomes less, and that spot traverses the B-H loop slower and 
slower. Finally, at synchronism, the wheel locks in, and the condition is exactly 
tllat shown in figure 3-7 c with fixed poles in the ring rotating at the speed of the · 
field at the lag angle shown. 

If the excitation is now switched off suddenly, the poles remain, producing a genera
tor action that is useful in measuring deceleration of the wheel. 
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a. Overexciting 

It is observed that some wheels, when running synchronously, run at less current 
after a momentary increase in excitation voltage. The reason for this ls that the 
torque required to maintain synchronism is fixed, consisting of friction and windage. 

Overexciting· strengthens the fixed poles in the rotor, so the motor can develop the 
same torque with a weaker stator field and the current drops, If in subsequent run
ning the stronger poles gradually weaken, the current gradually climbs. 

b, Demagnetizing 

Demagnetizing of the wheel consists of removing the poles "permanently" established 
in the rotor at synchronism. In general, demagnetizing of iron is done by forcing it 
to repeat B-H loops that are gradually shrinking in size, due to gradual reduction of 
H, ultimate~y to zero. It is obvious then that demagnetizing cannot be done at 
synchronous speed since the iron in the rotor cannot traverse the B-H loop. The 
procedure, thus consists of dropping the wheel from synchronism, if it is at 
synchronous-_speed, raising the excitation voltage above the normal value to tra
verse a larger than normal B-H loop, and then gradually· reducing excitation to zero. 

A,nother graphic illustration of the hysteresis lag is shown by plotting H and B on the 
same time scale as shown in figure 3-8. The arrow in the figure represents the 

. •. l 

time lag between the H and B curves. 

B. GYRO FLOAT 

The gyro float is a thin aluminum cylinder in the 107 gyro, and a hollow beryllium 
sphere in the 25 PIG arid ffilG gyros. The float houses the wheel and motor assembly. 
In the ·107 gyro the float is the wheel gimbal, while on the 104 gyro one float end.cap · 
is the gimbal structure. In all cases, shafts that are an integral part of the float ex
tend outward from the float to mount the microsyn rotors and float pivots . In add!- •· 
Uon, devices for balancing the float (both rotationally and endwise) are provided on· .; · 
the float. It is very important that the · outside diameter of the float be held witbiri 
. ~lose tolera,p9es ~ip.ce the cleara~ce between the float and main housing ls very small. 
Of equal importance is the concentricity of float, pivot, and rotor diameters . 

After the wheel and motor have been installed in the float and checked out, and end 
caps are applied, the float:is e:vacu:ate,d;\andhelium . .allowed to flow in . . The float ls 
sealed when the helium pr~ssure reaches atmospheric pressure (14, 7 lbs/in2) in 
·the case of the 107 gyro, and at about one-half atmospheric pressure in the case of 
25 PIG and IRIG units. There are se~eral reasons for using helium in the float. The 
principal advantage is that the helium acts as a good conductor of heat away from the 
spin motor. Also, there is little winqage generated with helium, and it is easily 
identified by leak detectors to checlt on the quality of float seal. 
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Figure 3-8 . Hysteresis Time Lag 

In order to better understand the buoyant action of the flotation fluid (Fluorolube) 
on the float, and the rotational balancing of the float which will be considered later 
it would be well to review the principles of bu9yancy at this time. 

The specific gravity of a solid, liquid, or gas is the r.atlo of its weight to the weight 
of an equal volume of water. 

G _ weight of object 
Sp. r • - weight of equal volume of water 

Since specific gravity is a ratio, the units in numerator and denominator cancel and 
it is a pure number. To illustrate this in a slightly different manner, it can be said, 
for example, that glycerin is 1. 26 times as heavy as water (since Sp. Gr. of gly
cerin is 1. 26) . 

In the metric system, water was chosen as the standard unit of mass, so that, by 
definition, one cubic centimeter of water weighs one gram. Because of this choice 
of units, the density of any substance (weight- per unit volume: D = W/V) in the 
metric system is numerically equal to the specific gravity of that substance. 
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If a solid is placed in a liquid, the solid exerts a force downward upon the liquid 
equal to the weight of the solid. The liquid also exerts a bu9yant force upward on 
the solid, equal to the mass of the fluid displaced. (This is Archimedes' principle.) 
The net result of the action of these two forces is related to specific gravity, as 
follows: 

If the specific gravity of the solid is greater than the specific gravity of the liquid -
the solid sinks . 

If the specific gravity of the solid is less than the specific gravity of the liquid-the 
solid floats. 

If the specific gravity of the solid is equal to the specific gravity of the liquid - the 
solid is suspended; i.e. , remains at whatever level in the liquid that it is placed. 

The latter situation is the case of AC Spark Plug "floated" gyros. The density, and 
hence the specific gravity, of the Fluorolube is adjusted (by means of temperature 
control) to just equal the specific gravity of the gyro float and contents. Hence, the 
float is suspended in the fluid so that the tungsten carbide pivots are centered in the 
jewel bearings and (at least theoretically) do not actually touch the bearings. The 
advantages of this "flotation" are: no loading on the pivots, viscous damping (and 
hence integrating action), and cushioning effect against shock. The drawback of 
flotation, of course, is that close temperature control must be maintained in order 
to realize the ideal suspended condition. 

The gyro float must be balanced both longitudinally and rotationally in order to make 
the center of buoyancy (Cb) and the center of gravity (Cg) coincident and lying on the 
line of pivot centers (Cp). Note that the center of buoyancy is dependent upon the 
volume of the float and that the center of gravity is dependent upon the mass of the 
float, 

Figure 3-9 illustrates these two centers in a float that has an unbalance (greatly 
exaggerated) . 

The center of gravity, Cg, is positioned so that it is the midpoint of the total mass. 
In the absence of other forces, an object is stable rotationally about its Cg; i.e., if 
suspended at its Cg the object can be rotated to any position anu will remain in that 
position until disturbed. The center of buoyancy, Cb, on the other hand, is the mid
point of the volume of the object , which, in the case of objects that have regular 
shaped outer surfaces, is the geometric center of that surface. 
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Figure 3-9. Gravitatiop.al and Buoyant Centers of t4e Float 

l. ROTATIONAL- BALANCING 

Figure 3-10 illustrat~s the possible conditions of orientation of Cg and Cb, as 
viewed from the end of the float . In figure 3-l0a, the float weight W acting through 
Cg and the bUoya.nt force B acting tbfough Cb are on opposite sides of a vertical lin,e 
drawn through Cp. The buoyant force produces a clockwise torque Bx about the 
pivot centers, the float weight adds a clockwise torque, Wy ~d .an obvious· rqtl:}.-
tional unba,lance is seen. . 

In figure 3-l0b the Cg and the 9b lie on the same side of thca v~rtical line a:Qd the 
clockwise torque Wy is opposed by the cqunterclockwise torque Bx, A special oase 
of tlus condit~Qn may arise in which Bx. = Wyand the flo~t N)pears to be rotatioruµly 
balanced in the position shown. However, rotation of the flo~t exposes the condition. 

In figure 3-:-l0c is shown another special 9ase of tigure 3-l0b where 9g and Cb are in 
Une longitudinally and x = y. If W = B, the float appears to be l;>alanced at any 
orientation. This condition is undesirable in the finished gyro, since temperature 
of the fluid controls its density and hence the magnitude of B, so that large torqu~s 
may be. produced with temperature change . . During balancing this 9ondition is eR..; 
min~ted by altering B, either by balancing at each of two temperatures, o~ in two 
fluids .. 
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Figure 3-10. Gravitational and Buoyant Forces Acting on the Float 

Fi~re 3-l0d shows the ideal case after .rotational balancing in which Cg ·and Cb lie 
on the line of pivot centers, but are not necessarily coincident. 

Rotational balancing, in order to achieve figure 3-l0d, consists of altering inde
pendently tq.e locations of C and Cb, and the magnitudes of the gravitational. ahd 
buoyant forces, W and l3. fhis is accomplished by adding to or remo\'ing from the 
float ends balance weights that have a density just equal to that of the flotation fluid. 
The rotational balance of the 107 stabilization gyro is refined until a torque of 100 
dyne-cm will just rotate the_ float in either direction. 

2. . LONGITUDINAL BALANCING 

Figure 3-11 shows possible positions of Cg and Cb prior to longitudinal balancing. 
The weight of the float needed to achieve flotation at a given operating temperature 
1, calculated, the float is then weighed, in air, and the weight adjusted, if necessary, 
to agree closely with the desired flotation weight. 

One method of securing float longitudinal balance (in use on 107 gyros) will be des
cribed in general terms. Because the balancing operation is to be performed at 
room temperature, it is necessary to prepare.a fluidthat will just suspend the float. 
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Figure 3-11. Float Longitudinal Balancing 
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A plummet of known density is used to obtain the desired fluid density. The weight 
of the plummet in any given density fluidJ<cil.n be calculated and that fluid density 
obtained by mixing two fluids, one of density greater than the plummet density and 
one of lesser than plummet density, until the plummet weighs the calculated weight · 
when•submersed in the mixture. Once the fluid is of desired density, balance 
weights are adjusted· until the float is longitudinally balanced, as indicated by equal 
weights (within 30 milligrams) on the scale pans. The rotational balance is checked 

. and corrected, if necessary, after completing the longitudinal balancing. 

C. MICROSYNS 

The microsyn is an electromagnetic device that has a wou;nd-pole stator and an un
wound rotor. · Both four-pole stators with two-pole rotors and eight-pole stators 
with four-pole rotors are in use at AC Spark Plug. · Depending upon the manner i:q 
which the windings are connected,. th~ microsyn can be used to produce: 

1. A voltage proportional to the rotational displacement of the rotor from its 
zero or reference position (movement of gyro float with respect. to case), 
in which case the microsyn is called a signal generator 

2. A torque that is a function of the currents through the primary and secondary 
windings, in which case the microsyn is used to torque the gyro float and is 
called a torque generator 

3. Magnetic forces that will OB.Use the rotor- to remain, both axially and radially, 
flt the geometriQ center of the statpr bore (magnetic suspension). 
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At AC Spark Plug the four-pole microsyn is used in applications (1) and (2), while 
the eight-pole instrument is used to provide (1) and (3) together and (2) and (3) 
simultaneously. The signal and torque generator functions will be discussed with 
reference to a four-pole microsyn, it being understood that the principles are also 
applicable to the eight-pole device. Magnetic suspension will be explained with 
reference to an eight-pole microsyn. 

1. SIGNAL MICROSYN .. 

The signal microsyn converts rotations about OA into electrical signals. Its stator, 
containing four wound poles encapsulated in a potting compound, is rigidly affixed 
to the gyro case, and the unwound rotor, or slug, is attached to the gyro float and 
rotates between the poles, with a very slight air gap between the rotor and pole 
faces. (See figure 3-12.) 

Each pole is wound with an input winding, excited with low voltage alternating cur
rent, and an output winding. When the rotor is at the null position (as shown in the 
drawing), the voltages induced in opposite secondary poles are equal in magnitude 
but 180 degrees out of phase with the voltages induced in the secondary poles 
90 degrees away. Any rotation of the rotor causes the voltage in one pair of output 
poles to be greater than that in the other pair of poles, and the voltage difference is 
the signal output of the microsyn. This result is caused by the fact that the r.otor 
movement presents greater rotor pole area between one set of poles and lesser 
rotor pole area between the other set of poles. The greater or lesser area of metal 
increases or decreases, respectively, the lines of magnetic flux between the poles, 
hence altering the voltage output. The flux paths between the poles are shown in 
figure 3-13. Observe that the direction of flux travel through the poles can be de
termined by applying the right hand rule to the direction of primary windings on the 
poles in figure 3-12. 

The manner of connecting the windings on the signal generator can be made clearer 
by considering the equivalent electrical circuit shown in figure 3-14. The dots in
dicate the direction in which the various poles are wound with respect to each other, 
and hence the instantaneous polarities of the poles with respect to one another. If 
we assume instantaneous primary current flow into P2 and out of P1, we may place 
primary polarity dots as shown, with the dot at the top of the winding indicating flux 
flow toward the rotor. Polarity dots may be similarly chosen for the secondary, 
assuming current flow into s2 and out of S1. Observe that the secondary windings 
of poles 1 and 3 "aid" their primary windings; . whereas the secondaries of poles 2 
and 4 "oppose" their primaries. 

The operation of the signal microsyn can be explained by means of figures 3-13 and 
3-14, and by the use of vectors representing the magnitude and phase of the output 
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Figure 3-13. Flux Paths in Signal Microsyn 
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Figure 3-14. Signal Microsyn Equivalent Circuit 

v~tages (secondary windings) of the poles at various rotor orientations. For this 
purpose, let the null vqltage of the microsyn be represented by vectors one inch in 
length, and let the phase .of the vpltages from poles which have their primary and 
secondary wound in the same direction (poles 1 and 3) be represented by vectors 
pointing to the right side of the page , and let the voltages of the other phase (poles 
2 and 4) be tepr~sented by vectors in the opposite sense. Various cases of rota
tionai and translational displacement of the rotor with respect to the poles will be 
examined in this manner. In the first five cases Pl - P2 are excited, and the out
put is measured between 81 - 82. 

a, Case 1 - Rotor at Null Position 

Referring to figure 3-13, it can be seen that with this rotor orientation the air gap 
between the rotor and each of the poles is the same. Therefore, the dotted line 
flux paths give rise to magnetic fields of equal intensity, and the dashed lined and 
solid lined paths will produce equally strong fields. The output vectors, then, will be 

4 
◄ 

2 • 1 3 
► 

and no output voltage (actually a "null value" of output voltage) will result. 
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b. Case 2-Clockwise Rotation of Rotor 

Again referring to figure 3-13, the dotted line flux paths remain the same, since 
poles 2 and 4 gain only as much rotor area as is lost by poles 1 and 3. The solid 
line path, however, is strengthened (more rotor area under poles 2 and 4) while the 
dashed line path is weakened (less rotor area under poles 1 and 3). The vector re
presentation is obtained by increasing the length of vectors 2 and 4 while decreasing 
the length of 1 and 3: 

4 2 

The net result is an output voltage, the magnitude and phase of which are represented 
by the combination of the four vectors : V = (2 + 4) - (1 + 3) or 

c. Case 3 - Counterclockwise Rotation of Rotor 

In this similar case, the dotted line flux paths remain unchanged, but the dashed line 
path is strengthened while the solid line path is weakened. 

1 
► 

3 ... 

The result is the voltage vector. 

d. Case 4-Translation of the Rotor in the +X Direction (See figure 3-13) 

The result is the same as in Case 1. (And the vectors are the same so will not be 
redrawn here.) The dotted line paths are essentially unchanged, since poles 1 and 4 
"lose" as ' much rotor arearas is "gained" by poles 2 and 3. Similarly, the dashed 
line path is not altered since the flux linkage between the rotor and p·ole 3 is 
strengthened, but only by the same amount that the linkage between the rotor and 
pole 1 is weakened. In the _solid line path, pole 4 is weakened. 

e. Case 5 - Translation of the Rotor in the + Y Direction 

The dashed line and solid line flux paths are unaltered. However, the dotted line 
flux path between poles 1 and 2 is strengthened, while the dotted line path between 
poles 3 and 4 is weakened, The vector result is 

◄ 4 ◄ 2 • 1 
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but no net output is produced. Therefore the signal micrcs yn wtput is shown to .be 
aehsitlve to rotation (cases 2 and 3) and yet insensitive to radial t ranslation (c941es 
4 8:fld 5). Tbis feature is important since some jewel-pivot clearance exists in all 
IYI'OS. 

~. Case 6 -Translation of Rotor in +Y Direction; P1 "I" P2 Excitied; Output MeU,ure.d 
Between S1 and ScT 

This case is the same as case 5, except that only half of th~ oo.tput (poles 1 and 4) is 
measured; this, the vector representati~n is 

◄◄---4--•11------1------► 

which yields the resultant vector ► 

g. Case 7 -Rotor Centered; P1 - PcT Excited; Output Measured Between S1 - S2 

With only half of the primary· excited (poles 1 and 2) the flux paths are as shown in 
figure 3-15. 

Note that the two flux paths through pole 3 are traveling in different directions, and 
ihat this is also tru~ of pole 4. Therefore, in the rotor centered case there will be 
zero output from these two poles; · Since there are equal air gaps between all poles, 
the outputs from poles 1 and 2 willtle ,equal in magnitude also but out of phase. There 
is, accordingly, no voltage output ih this case, as shown by the vectors: · 

• 1 
► 

h. Case 8 -Rotor Translated in +Y Direction; P1. - PcT Excited; Output Measu, eci 
Between S1 - S2 

The flux paths in poles 2 and 1 are strengthened and those in poles 3 and 4 weakened . 
}Jowever, since both the paths in pole 4 are weakened an e qual amount, and both the 
paths in pole 3 a re weakened an equal amount, there is still no output from these two 
;poles. The vectors representing the voltages from, poles l and 2, therefore , are 
,enlarged, but still cancel each other so that there is no net output from the microsyn, 
as shown by the vectors. 

◄ 
2 • 1 ... 
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Figure 3-15. Flux Paths When Pi - PcT is Excited 

+X 

i. Case 9 -Rotor Tra!}slated in +X Direction; P1 - PcT Excited , Output Measured 

Between S1 - S2 

The dotted flux path between poles 1 and 2 is unaltered; but, due to the dashed line 

flux path between poles 2 and 3, pole 2 grows slightly larger than pole 1. Now, con

sidering poles 3 and 4: the solid line flux linkages remain unchanged, but t he dashed 

line path through pole 3 is increased, and the dashed line path through pole 4 is de 

creased. Hence , there will be an output from poles 3 and 4 . Observe that the flux 
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increase in both poles ls in toward the rotor (positive increase of dashed line .path ,in 
pole 3 and relative lnc·re.ase -of solid line path in pole 4). Therefore, the voltages in 
.3 and 4 will be additive. In order to determine whether the phase of poles 3 and 4 .ls 
the same as that .of pole 1 or pole 2, we redraw the equivalent electrical circuit of the 
mlcrosyn. Since the primary excitation ls across P1 - PcT, primary poles 3 and 4 
ar.e drawn in dotted lines as shown in figure 3-16. The dots assigned to all of the 
secondary windings remain the same, but those given to the phantom primaries 3 
and 4 are drawn as if the effect seen in the -secondaries of 3 and 4 (resultant flux into 
the rotor) was caused by primary 3 and primary 4. (In initially assigning dots to the 
primaries, the convention was used that a dot at the top of the winding indicated flux 
into the rotor; the dots on the secondari-es were then placed according to whether the 
direction of winding was the same or opposite that of the primary.) Having assigned 
the dots to .the phantom primaries of wtndings 3 and 4, we see that their relation to 
their sec(?ndaries is the same as that for pole 2 (opposite). Therefore, the v-ectors 
are as follows : .. 

◄ 
4 2 .. 1 • 3 

The net output is then: 
Cases 6, 7, and 9 are used in microsyn centering . 

• 

----+-------< S2 • 
PcT 

• 2 

Figure 3-16. Transformer Equivalent 
of Microsyn When Pi - PcT is Excited 

--OscT 
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This completes the explanation of the rotational and translational sensitivity of the 
signal microsyn. Freedom from the effects of axial movement of the rotor is secured 
by making the rotor thicker than the stator poles. 

The operation of the quadrature adjust tap has yet to be discussed. For purposes of 
simplifying the foregoing explanation, the vectors representing signal outputs were 
assumed to lie along a straight line; i. e,, vectors 1 and 3 in-phase with the reference 
voltage and vectors 2 and 4 180 degrees out-of-phase. In actual practice. however, 
due to small imperfections in manufacture, lack of homogenity in materials, etc. , 
some or all of the vectors might make some small angle with the line representing 
the:r.eference voltage and also be of different lengths. This line itself lags the primary 
excitation voltage (by 30 degrees in the case of the 107 gyro). Such vectors are cus
tomarily resolved into two right angled components: signal voltage (lying along the 
reference voltage line in figure 3-17 and quadrature voltage (at right angles to the 
reference voltage line shown as dotted lines in figure 3-17). 

Quadrature Component 

Primary Excitation 

Signal 
Reference. 

Figure 3-17. Signal and Quadrature Components of Microsyn Output Voltage 

It can be seen that, if the original vectors were added by the polygon method~. some re
sultant vector would be produced (due to the phase angles) although a null (0 resultant) 
should occur. (See figure 3-18.) In order to correct this situation, a resistor (the re
sistance of which is determined experimentally) is connected to the quadrature adjust 
tap and across either pole 3 or pole 4. 
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lf connected across pole 4, the effect is to make pole 4 voltage less inductive and more 
resistive, the:reby changing its phase angle. This amounts to rotating vector'4 counter
clockwise about the junction between vectors 2 and 4. The resultant vector would. be 
shortened somewhat and rotated clockwise, as shown in figure 3-19a. If the resistor 
were 'Connecte4 across primary windil!g 3, that voltage would become more resistive 
and vector 3, and v~ctors 2 and 4 connected to it in their same relative positions, 
wo\1.1.d pe rotated cqunterclockwise about the junction of vectors 1 and 3. The .:.end re
sult would be as shown in figure 3-19b. It is likely that connecting the resistor across 
neither pole wHl eliminate all of the unwanted vector; in which case the connection is 
made that will make the resultant as small as possible, and the rotor is rotated l!llightly 
(in either direction) and the resis4tnce value trimmed to further redJ.1ce the error, By 
alternately adjusting the resistance value and moving the rotor, the resultant vector is 
completely eliminated, and the null of the microsYJl is determined. 

The excitation voltage for the signal microsyn varies from 1-10 vac at 25-125 ma. 
The sensitivities ;ra,p.ge up to about 150 mv /mrad. 

2 ~ TORQUE MICR,OSYN 

The construction of the torque microsyn is the same as that of the signal microsY!l, 
• 

except for .the number of :turns ln the primary and secondary windings, which are 
called reference and control windings, respectively. The value of voltage and current 
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a. b. 

Figure 3-19. Quadrature A~just Procedure 

in the reference winding varies with the specific microsyn application. With current 
in the reference winding only, the four .poles exert equal . magnetic forces attracting 
the rotor and no torque is produced. When the control winding is also energized, a 
pair of opposite poles strengthen their fields through aiding winding directions, and 
the remaining pole pair fields weaken through opposing winding directions. Thus a 
torque is produced. The torque is proportional to the product of the currents in the 
reference and control windings and is in_ a direction dependent upon the phase of the 
currents. From this it can be seen that the sensitivity of the torque generator is 
measured in dyne-cm/ma2, and values range from a fraction of one .to 150 dyne-cm/ma2. 
A method of measuring this sensitivity when the microsyn. is installed on a gyro is to · 
let that gyro precess in response to a known earth rate, hlt to restrain that precession 
by applying torque ·tp the float through the torque microsyn. Since both the'~---
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the current are known, the sensitivity of the microsyn can be found simply by forming 
~e ratio . The various rotational and translational cases discussed for the signal gen
erator all have close equivalents in the torque generator and will not be repeated here. 
fhe principal difference lies in the application of voltage and the measuring ~f output. 
rt should be noted that, since the torque microsyn action in producing a torque does not 
depend upon transformer action, the microsyn may be excited with either ac or de, 
Whereas the signal generator is an ac instrument only. 

3. MAGNETIC SUSPENSION --EIGHT-POLE MICROSYN 

Figure 3-20 shows the manner in which the eight-pole microsyn is wound, and the 
a~sociated flux paths. Note that there are four types of flux linkages shown and there 
are four of each type . The electrical equivalent circuit and the external coihiections, 
are shown in figure 3-21 and 3-22. Note that a capacitor is connected in series with 
each pair of poles. 

The signal and torque generator functions of this microsyn are accomplished in the 
~~me manner as they are in the four pole instrument. The secondary windings on 
poles 1, 3, 5, 7 are wound in phase and the secondaries on poles 2, 4, 6, 81 out of 
~hase with their respective primaries . If the rotor is in its null position, tlie flux 
through all poles is equal, and therefore the voltages induced in the series connected 
secondary windings are equal and cancelling and produce an output of zero. A rotation 
of the rotor irt the clockwise direction (See figure 3-20) will not affect the flux paths of 
the 8-1 or 6-3 type, but will decrease the reluctance of the 2-4 type, while increasing 
reluctance of the 7-5 type path . Thus arl out of phase voltage results from the stronger, 
even numbered poles 2, 4, ~-. 8. 

As in the four pole microsyn it is desired that rotor translation produce no secondary 
output. Because of the microsyn symmetry, woltages induced cancel each other. For 
example, if the rotor is moved in the +X direction, flux path 8-1 is strengthened, and 
path 5-4 weakened. However, secondaries of poles 8 and 1 are opposingly wound, as 
are secondaries of poles 5 and 4. A similar situation is seen to exist for the other 
types of flux paths and for translation in any direction. 

Radial movement of the rotor is indicated by comparing voltages across the primary 
coil pairs , as shown by the terminals X and Yon the external circuit diagram of 
figure 3-22. As shown previous ly, rotor movement rn the X direction increases the flux 
and hence the primary voltage drop of poles 8 and 1, while decreasing primary volt
age drop of poles 5 and 4. 

When used as a torque microsy:q., a voltage is applied to the secondary windings · in order 
to strengthen or weaken the magnetic fields through certain poles, thus creating a force 
that tends to rotate the rotor. If a signal in phase with the primary voltage is applied 
to S1, the motion will be counterclockwise. An out of phase voltage on S1 will produce 
the opposite effect. 
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Figure 3-21. Eight-Pole Microsyn Equivalent Circuit 

The magnetip suspension property of the microsyn is obtained from the primary wind
ings only. Since the stator windings have inductance (L), there is a restriction to th.e 
flow of current thr~gh them that is called inductive reactance <XL); and sirice pairs 
of primary :windings are connected in series with capacitors, there is within the cir
cuit another restriction to the flow of current called capacitive reactance (Xe). There 
is also resistance (R) in the circuit (due to the core losses, coil windings, wiring, etc.) 
which together with the vector sum of inductive and capacitive reactance constitutes 
impedance (Z). 
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Figure 3-22. External Circuit for Eight-Pole Microsyn 

Impedance is a function of frequency (f) and will be a minimum at some frequency 
called the resonant frequency. When the impedance is a minimum (at the resonant 
frequency) the current flow will be at a maximum. Since m~netic suspension oper
ates on the principles of reactance, impedance, and resonance (RES), these pheno
mena will be reviewed in some detail. 

a . . Capacitive Reactance 

With the switch in position l in the simple circuit shown in figure 3-23, electrons flow 
from the negative terminal of the battery to the negative plate of the capacitor, build
ing up· a negative charge on that plate; electrons also leave the positive plate of the 

· capacitor and travel to the positive terminal of the battery, thus .leaving that plate of the 
capacitor with a deficiency of electrons, or a positive charge. As the number of charges 
accumulated on the plates of the capacitor reach a .'maximum (depending upon the 
capacitance of the capacitor), those charges begin to repel new charges just arriving 
at. the plates. The current flo~ decreases and finally comes to a stop, at which time 
we say the capacitor is charged. If the resistor R in the circuit is very large and the 
capacitance of C is large, a measurable length of time is required to charge the 
capacitor. During this time it can be observed that the ammeter reads a maximum 
amount of current (in the counterclockwise direction say) ·at the instant the switch is 

. _closed,, but that this current declines to zero as the c~ process is completed. 
Conversely, the voltmeter reads zero when· the ·switch is closed, but increases to a . 

.. 

" 



maximum voltage reading as the capacitor becomes charged. Thus it begins to become 
apparent that voltage and current are out of phase in a capacitive circuit, with current 
leading the voltage. 

R 

◄ ◄ 

A 

: ! I Load 

l 
.Figure 3.-23. Circuit to Demonstrate Capacitance 

If the switch is now placed in position 2, the electrons will leave the negative terminal 
of the capacitor and flow through the load in the direction indicated by the arrows. This 
current flow will cause the ammeter deflection to be clockwise. The current and voltage 
will both drop to O after a short time (the length of time depending upon the size of the 
load) • This action ls called discharging the capacitor . If the polarity of the battery ls 
reversed, the same sequence of events takes place, but the current flow during the 
charging condition will cause a clockwise deflection of the ammeter, and a counter
clockwise rotation will result upon discharging the capacitor. Since the capacitGl' op
erates equally well with current of either polarity, the battery can be replaced with an 
ac sour;ce. With an ac source, the capacitor will charge and discharge · once on the 
positive half cycle, and will also charge and discharge once on the negative half cycle, 
as shown in figure 3-24. In this figure, current (i) is plotted for one cycle, starting 
at a maximum (the condition when the switch in the preceding circuit is closed). The 
small figures beneath the plot show the polarities of ac srurce and capacitor voltage 
and the current flow during each quarter cycle. During the initial quarter cycle the 
~urrent flows CCW and charges the capacitor plates with the polarlties indicated. During 
the second quarter cycle the source polarities change, but those of the capacitor do not; 
and sipce the current is zero at the start of the quarter cycle the capacitor starts dis
charging current in the same direction as the source, thus aiding current flow. At the 
start of the third quarter cycle the polarity of the source is the same as it was during 
the second quarter cycle and, since the capacitor is completely discharged, the current 
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st&l'.t& charging it with the polarity shown. In thelast quarter cycle, the source 
~ ·changes polarity but the capacitor does not and starts discharging In a direction 
to aid the source. If it were possible to read the voltage across the capacitor through
out the entire cycle, the voltage at every instant could ·be plotted on the same graph 
with the current, and would be represented by the dotted ·curve in figure 3-24. Again, 
it can be seen that current and voltage are out of phase, with current leading the volt
age (by 90 degrees in a .circuit with capacitance only). 

+ - -....._ Ee 

' ' ' \ 
\ · 

o ..... -----~-----....,.------+------.... 

-charging discharging 

·.\ ., 
' ' ' ....... 

charging 

/ -
I 

/ 
/ 

, discharging 

Figure 3-24. Capacitor Charge and Discharge Cycle 

Another way in which the current-voltage relationship in a capacitive circuit may be 
developed is by considering the equation 

Q = CE 

where 

Q = charge on the capaci~r 
C = capacitance of the capacitor 
E = voltage across the capacitor. 
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Rearranging equation 3-2 gives 

or 

E=~ 
C 

1 
E = -Q• 

C 

But Q is equal to the sum of the pr,oduct of the current and tim,e incre.ments, or 

Q = ~ i dt 

(3-.4,) 

(3-5) 

I: i dt may be represented as the area under the current curve; i . e . , the current curve 
is composed of many small rectangles of height i and width dt, a,s shown in figure 3-25. 
Substituting equation 3-5 into equation 3-4 gives 

1 
E = - I: i dt. 

C 
(3-6) 

The constant 1/C affects only the amplitude of E . Equation 3-6 can J:>e used to plot the 
voltage across the capacitor, since the voltage at any instant is simply the total area 
under the current curve up to that instant . In figure 3-25 the shaded area under the 
current curve is zero at the start of the first one-quarter cycle but grows to a maxi
mum by the end of that quarter cycle. Hence, the voltage curve goes from zero to a 
maximum in the same period. During the second quarter cycle, the area under the 
curve continues to increase but in a negative direction. This means that that area 
must be subtracted from the area in the first quarter cycle . Therefore the area, and 
the voltage, decreases from a maximum to O by the end of the second quarter cycle. 
The area (and voltage) have again built up in the third quarter cycle , but in a negative 
direction, and the positive area in the fourth quarter cycle is subtracted from that in 
the third portion of the cycle so that the area and voltage again go to zero. 

It can be shown that the formula for capacitive reactance is 

1 
2 1r f C 

(3-7) 

where 

f = frequency of the excitation. 
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dt 

Figure 3-25 ... Voltage Developed in a Capacitor 

It can be seen that the reactance varies inversely with the frequency. When the fre
quency is zero, as it is with de, the reactanc·e is infinite and blocks the flow of current. 

b. Inductive Reactance 
I 

The simple circuit shown in figure 3-26 gives the intuitive idea th~t the current lags 
the voltage .in an inductive circuit. The circuit consists of an iron cor e inductor con
nected to a battery and switch through a series resistor. Across the inductor is con
nected a lanip having much less inductance and much greater resistance than the 
in~ctor. At the instant the switch is closed the lamp flashes briefly, then extinguishes. 

-
Lamp~ 

Figure 3-26. Circuit to Demonstrate Inductance 

The explanation of this phenomenon is as follows: as current from the battery begins 
to flow through the inductor, an expanding field of magnetic flux is created together 
with a voltage opposing the current flow. The battery current therefore is shunted 
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through the lamp,,_ causing it to flicker. As the circuit ourren~ becomes stabilized, the 
magnetic field is maintained but stops expanding, the ·opposing voltage drops to zero, 
and the c.ircuit current now flows mostly through the inductor since its resistance is 
much less .than that of the lamp. When the switch is opened, the magnetic field col
lapses, producing a voltage and resulting current which again lights the lamp for a 
brief time until the field and current decay. The direction of the voltage induced from 
the expanding or collapsing field is such as to promote curr~nt flow which resists the 
change (Lenz' Law). A similar action takes place when any coil is operated with ac 
voltage. During the two quarter cycles when the current is rising the magnetic field 
expa~ds; during tp.e two quarter cycles when the current is decreasing the magnetic 
field coll~ses. The expanding and contracting magnetic field induces a counter volt
age in the ·coil that opposes the change in current. (See figure 3-27.) 

Figure 3-27. Inductive Reactance 

The current-voltage relationship in an inductive circuit can be developed more rigor.:. 
OQSly by considering the equation · 

where 

EL = induced voltage 
L = induc~ce of the coil 
di = small change in current 
dt = small change in time. 

The ratio di/dt is the instantaneous slope of the current curve. Slope of a cunr~ at$ 
point is the same as the slope of a tangent to the curve at that point, and the slope ls 
a maximum if the tangent is vertical and is zero if the tangent is horizontal. · In fiJ .. 
ure 3-28, di and dt are defined, and the slope is drawn at every 90 degre, votnt. fhe 
inductive voltage curve is then drawn in dotted lines from the values Qf the sloves. 
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Figure 3,..2s. Voltage Developed in an Inductor 

The current lags .the voltage by 90 degrees only when there is no resistance in the 
circuit; this is an ideal case and never realized since any practical inductor will also 
~ave some resistance. It can be shown that the inductive reactance is 

(3-9) 

eio that the reactance is directly proportional to the frequency, and is zero for de 
(,where the frequency is 0) . 

Xe and•XL oppose ·each other (since for a given current flow the first causes a voltage 
lag while the second causes a voltage lead), but they are both vector quantities and so 
can be combiped to obtain XL - Xe as shown in the n~xt drawing. 

XL 

c. Impedance (Series Circuit Only) 

Iinped.aiice is the resultant when the resistance and (XL - Xe) vectors are combined, 
as shown in the triangle in figure 3-29. The angle 8 is the phase angle, and is the 
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angle by which the voltage leads (or lags) the current . . If the current and voltage in 
an ac circuit containing R, C, and L are known, the impedance Z may be -found by an 
adaptation of Ohm's Law: Z :i:: E/1. 

Figure 3-29. Impedance Triangle 

Since Z is the hypotenuse of a right tr.tangle, 

V . R X z = R2 + (X - X ·)2 = -- = - . -
L C cos0 sm0 

--- Current 

(3-10) 

and 0 may be found by taking any of the trigonometric functions, the one most commonly 
used being 

fan 0 .,,; (XL ~ Xe) 
R 

d. Resonance (Series Circuit Only) 

(3-11) 

_Every ac circuit that has Land C has a resonant frequency . If R, XL, and Xe are plot:-, .. 
ted versus frequency, as in figure .3-:-30, it will b~ seen thatXL:and.Xc curves ,iµtersect 
a,_t a common l)oint,~. At this point (or __r.~soQ.ant f_requ~n9y),.:__XL ~ Xe and the:r;~!ore 
(XL - ~) = 0. By equation 3-10 we see that at this condition Z = R and is thus a 
minimum. Since Z is a minimum, I is a maximum and is in phase with the applied 
voltage (9 = 0). Summarizing these statements: 

At resonance, 

and 

(9 = 0) 
(Z = R) (minimum) 
(I = E/R) (maximum) 
(I is in phase with E) . 

Note that resonance can be achieved at a specific frequency b.y varying either L, or C, 
or both. 
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The magnetic suspension mlcrosyn will now be discussed. As shown in figure 3-22, 
the eight pole mlcrosyn has four tuned circuits in parallel. Observe that -two adjacent 
primary coils are series connected in each leg, so that rotor ro~tion has no effect 
upon the sum of their inductances. (See figure 3-20.) In order to choose the suspen
sion operating point, the four branches are connected ·;togethe~· (to make the combined 
inductance independent of rotor translation) with a variable capacitor in series. In 
one setup method, the capacitor is flrBt adjusted for resonance to obtain a reference 
point, then made larger (decreasing Xe), while holding the microsyn voltage E2 con
stant, until the current ls O. 707 times the maximum (resonant) current. This point 
is called the inductive half power point. When the value of the capacitance has been 
found experimentally, a . fixed capacitor of one-fourth the value of the variable capa
citor ls connected in series with each leg of the circuit. In operation, translational 
movement of the rotor alters the inductance (the capacitance remialning fixed) · to: bring 
the system elijler closer to or farther from r~sonance in each leg. 

R 

Impedance 

Frequency 

Figure 3-30 . Resistance, Reactance, and Impedance at Resonance 

In order to understand the magnetic suspension operation, let us examine a simplified 
magnetic circuit shown schematically in figure 3-31 where E is the excitation voltage, 
L is the inductance of the winding, A is the ferromagnetic core upon which the winding 
is wound, B is a movable blpck, also 6f ferromagµetic material, and x is the gap be
tween L and B . 

The inductance of L is given by the formula 

L=~ 
I 

where 

c = a constant 
N = number of turns in the winding, 
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L X 
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A 

Figure 3-31. Circuit Equivalent of Eight-Pole Microsyn (One Pole) 

<I> = flux in the winding 
I = current in the winding 

<I> = magnetomotive force = C N I 
reluctance x 

µA' 

where 

C = a constant 

= CNI µA' 
X 

µ = permeability of the ferromagnetic material 
A'= cr9ss sectional area o,f the p·ole. 

(3-13) 

Since c and N in equation 3-12, and C, N, µ , and A 1 in equation 3-13 are all constant 
for a given pole , they can all be lumped together in another constant k . . Then substi
~ting equation 3-13 into equation 3-12 and substituting k for the consta~ts 

k I k L = -= -• 
IX X 

(3-14) 

Since L varies inversely with x, a plot of L versus x would look soinetl:iing. like .that of 
figure 3-32. The shape of the actual curve would depend upon the values of Land x, 

· but since the rotor of the microsyn is limited mechanically to very small movements, 
the curve will be nearly linear in the range considered. 
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Figure 3-32. Plot of Inductance versus Air Gap 

The energy in the magnetic field surrounding the coil is given by the equation 

For an ac circuit with inductance only 

E I=-. 
XL 

By equation 3-9 

so that 

Substituting equation 3-17 into equation 3-15 gives 

But 
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k 
L = - (by equation 3-14), 

X 

(3-15) 

(3-16) 

(3-17) 

(3-18) 



so 

(3-19) 

All of the terms in equation 3-19 are constant except x, so that the energy in the field 
varies directly with the gap between the pple and the rotor as shown in figure 3-33. 

/ 

V 
w / 

V 

/ 
... v 

I/.,.. 
X 

Figure 3-33. Plot of Energy in Microsyn versus Air G~p 

This simplified case is analogous to potential energy of an object in the gravitational 
field, where energy is increased in proportion to the height an object is raised. Ob
serve that the force with which B is attracted to the pole is constant regardless of 
distance, since force is the slope of the W versus x curve. Consequently the force 
necessary to move B away from the pole is equal and opposite to the attract~ve force, 
a1:1 it is in the gravitatiohal system. 

It is obvious that magnetic suspension cannot be achieved with this circuit, and that 
some arrangement is needed whereby the force upon the block B decreases sharply 
as B approaches the pole. Addition of a capacitor td the schematic drawing, fig ... 
ure 3-3J.,:ichievels this effect. A resistor representing coil and iron losses is also 
addecl. The complete microsyn then is composed of R, Land C components so that 
4 series :resonant circuits are formed. (Figure 3-37 shows one set of opposing pole 
pairs with their associated resistors and capacitors.) 

As the forces a·cting upon the rotor to achieve suspension are dependent upon the 
. energy fields, it is important to know the shape of the energy versus gap curve with 

the tuned circuit. We already have the L versus x curve (figure 3-32). We will draw 
the curve for 12 versus x, and will then combine the two curves to show 1/2 12L ver
s'us:x, or W versus x. 

In figure 3-37, there will be some position of the rotor (or value of x) at which the 
value of L will be such as to make XL = Xe and the circuit will be at resonance. At 
this point the impedance will be a minimum and the current (and 12) will be a maxi
mum (see III. C. 3. c.) As the rotor moves in either direction (x gets larger or smaller) 
the current falls off sharply, since the value of L (and XL) changes such as to make the 
circuit impedance greater. The curve of 12 versus x then must look like figure 3-34. 
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Figure 3-34. Plot of Current versus Air Gap 

·To get the graph of W versus x, we make table 3-1 from figures 3-33 and 3-34 in 
order to plot values . 

L 12 . l 2L 
X -

2 ., 

i 5.00 0.007 0 . 017 
2 2.50 0 . 045 0.057 
3 1. 70 0.20 0.17 
4 1.25 1.44 0.90 
5 1.00 10.00 5.00 
6 0.81 2.26 0.92 
7 o. 70. 1.00 0.35 
8 0.63 0.67 0.21 
9 0.56 0.50 0.14 

10 0.50 0.39 0.097 

Table 3-.1. · Tabulation-Of Magnetic Energy Level with R0tor Position 

NOTE: Values are arbitrarily assigned. 
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The energy curve has nearly the same shape as the 12 curve. Both cu_rvea are some~ 
what skewed. because of -the hyperbolic shape of the lnductanl,e curve. . Since work 
equals force times distance, and the change in work equals · force times the change 
1n distance. then force equals change in work divided by th~e change .ln dis~ce, or 

F •AW • 
. . Ax 

In other words, force ls the slope -0f1the W versus x plot. (See_figur.e a~35,..) .In· 
contrast to th~ untuned circuit previously examined, where the energy slope and. force 
were OOlll.tant, the tuned circuit yields a rising attractive force as the block ls moved 
from the pole, then a force decreasing sharply to zero where the curve has zero slope . 
at re■onance, and repelling the block a.t' a spacing greater than resonance. The plot' 
of ~ 1orce from one pole is seen in figure 3-36 1 

Resonance . 
6 

I ! 

I 
5 l l 

f '1 
I 
I 
I 

I 

' I 
I 

.. ' I. 
I 

I 

I I 

' I \ 
V I ...... ..._ - --0 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Air Gap (x) 

Flpre 3-36. Plot of.Energy versus Air Gap with Working Capacitors Added to Mlcrosyn 

Al wu m.-nttoned previously, the mlcrosyn ls initially set to operate at the half power 
point. Therefore the position of the rotor B at null ls as shown in figure 3-36. A dis
placement to the left<deer.easing gap) decreases the force (ultimately to zero), while a 
■light mowment to the right increases the force. Further displacement to the right 
wculd cauee the force to decrease to 0, and an even greater displacement would result 
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Figure 3-36. Forces on Microsyn Rotor at One Pole 

in the force changing direction (becoming repulsive instead of attractive). However, 
tlte motion of the rotor is limited to a very short distance so that operation _is between 
the two limits sbown. Thus far we have been considering the action of one pole on the 
rotor. Now let us examine the action of opposing poles upon the rotor as shown in 
figure 3-37. 
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Figure 3-37. Circuit Equivalent of Eight-Pole Microsyn (Two Poles) 



ObYlously if B moves to the left x1 decreases and x2 increases and vice-versa. There
fore the force curve associated with one pole is upside down with r.es,pect to the other 

· pole of the pair, as shown in figure 3-38. Then if the rotor is displaced from its null 
point (where the forces on it from both poles are equal), the force from the pole the 
rotor is approaching decreases, and that of the oppm,ite pole increases. This action 
magnetically ola,mps B between the operating llmlts, . and as the four pairs of poles 
are arranged in a circle around B, the rotor is effectively suspended. 

Force 
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\ \ \ ;,, \ ,,,--
\ \ / 

\. '· ~ \. .. / 
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' 
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Figure 3-38. Forces on Microsyn Rdtot Betwe~n Two Poles 

It is desired that the magnetic sµepension system be insensitive to rotational move
ment, but if B rotate~, the inductance qf ~he coils closest to B will change since the 
flux cbange!!J. · To ov,rcome this .chang~ iii inductance, 8.(ljacent poles are· connected 
ill series so that an increase in t)le inductance of one is compensated for by a decrease 
in the inductance of ~e other, thµs causing the suspension to be independent of rotation. 

D. TYPICAL GYROSCOPE CONSTRUCTION 

Figures 3-39and 3-40 are examples of typical gyro construction, the former being a 
cutaway view of a 107 stabilization gyro, and the latter being a schematic of a gyro 
containing a spherical float. Between them is a set of illustrations showi~·g various 
constructional features of the 10 7 design . 
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A. PRELIMINARY TESTING 

SECTION IV 

GYRO TESTING 

1. ELECTRICAL TESTS-STABILIZATION AND PENDULOUS GYROS 

These tests apply to the microsyns, wheel motor, and heater and temperature sensing 
elements where they are wholly contained within the gyro. 

a. Temperature Sensor Calibration 

Since the measurement of electrical quantities is dependent upon ambient temperature, 
the first check performed is calibration of the temperature .sensing element, if any. 
This is done by completely submerging the gyro unit in a liquid bath, the temperature 
of which is kept stable to within a fraction of a degree. The resistance of the sensing 
element is then determined to within a fraction of an ohm at the stabilized temperature. 
In the AC Spark Plug 107 stabilization gyro, no temperature stabilizins bath is used, 
and the sensor resistance is measured when flotation has been achieved. 

b. Resistance and Continuity Checks 

The de resistance of the microsyns, motor stator, and heater and sensing elements, 
if any, is measured with a resistance bridge or equivalent. 

c. Insulation Resistance and Megger Checks 

These checks are performed to be certain that the components have sufficient insulation 
resistance between their points of high ~otential and ground to provide as·surance a,gainst 
parts breakdown. 

d . . Polarity Checks 

The purpose of these tests is to determine that the microsyns and wheel motor have 
been properly wired and installed in the gyro. Separate tests on ~hese three compo
nents are necessary since it is possible that the incorrect polarities of·any two com
ponents would negate each other and. no error would be observable from a functional 
check of the entire gyro unit. The best starting point for determining polarities is a 
dynamic check that uses the inertia of the float to establish an absolute reference for 
the polarity of the signal microsyn. 
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The case of the gyro is accelerated rotationally about the OA and the float lags with 
respect to the case due to its inertia. The oscilloscope pattern of the signal microsyn 
output signal is then observed to see if its polarity agrees with the known sense of the 
case rotation. The test should be conducted with the microsyn rotor at its null posi
tion, as the sensitivity of the test is greater when the signal voltage due to the rotation 
is a large proportion of the total signal microsyn output . 

The polarity of the torque microsyn is then determined . This is done by applying cur
rents of known like instantaneous polarities to both the primary and secondary windings 
of the microsyn. The product of these currents will cause a float rotation of known 
sense, and the signal microsyn output will indicate whether the actual direction of float 
rotation is in agreement with this rotational sense, thus vertfying the proper wiring of 
the microsyn windings . 

The polarity of the gyro wheel spin motor is checked last. The motor is excited from 
a source of known phase. The gyro is then rotated positively about its IA and the sig
nal microsyn output is observed to see that precession occurs in the positive direction. 

2. FLOAT FREEDOM AND FLOTATION TESTS-STABILIZATION GYROS 

The checking of float freedom is the most important of all preliminary tests, since the 
freedom of the gyro float directly affects the gyro performance in all subsequent tests. 
In addition, servo and tumbling type tests of a malfunctioning gyro may consume much 
time, while a few moments of conscientious observation of the float motion might have 
located the difficulty. In all float freedom tests the value of an experienced and alert 
test operator cannot be overemphasized. While these tests can be mechanized to pro
vide some type of recording, judgement in observing oscilloscope and meter indica
tions of float travel is still necessary, since restrictions to float freedom may vary in 
degree from a slight sliding contact to a completely immobile float. 

a. Unbalance Uncertainty Test 

A gyro unit of good quality has associated with it a specific value of torque required 
to hold the float at its null position, the magnitude and sense of this torque depending 
upon the unbalance coefficients and the manner in which the gyro is positioned with 
respect to the gravity vector. If the specific torque at a given float position is noted 
and the float rotated some amount and then returned to the original position the value 
of torque required to maintain this position should remain the same. Th~ unbalance 
uncertainty test measures the torque required to hold the float at this position. It is 
generally made with the wheel off, so that wheel vibration will not free a. sticky' float. 
The float is driven alternately positive and negative to accentuate any spread in null 
torque due to the opposing directions of friction or other retarding torque. (See fig
ures 4-la and 4-lb.) This test is primarily useful in detecting air bubbles, dirt 
particles, or interference between gyro float and ease. 
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Figure 4-1. Unbalance Uncertainty Test 

b. Gravity Transient Test 

This is a similar test in which the gyro is oriented with its OA horizontal, wheel off, 
and the value of torque required to hold the float at null is recorded. The entire gyro 
is then rotated about OA in four 90 degree steps and the new value of torque required 
to hold the float at null in each position is recorded. Because of unbalances these 
values of torque will probably be different. The new torques should appear instantty 
upon orienting the gyro to the new position. If the torque appears to wander upon, ip.
dexihg the gyro, or a considerable time is required for the torque to reach its final 
value, some float abnormality is indicated. Originally this test was designed to de
tect flotation fluid or bearing oil in the float. However, present manufacturing tech
niques have been perfected to the poi:t,1t \\'.here this problem is practically eliminated, 
but the test is retained to discover air buQbles, dirt in. gap betw~en float and case, or 
other causes of float malfunction. 

c. · Flotation Test 

The flotation test is made to determine the gyro temperature at which flotation occurs, 
or ·to measure the load upon the float pivots if the gyro is operated at some fixed tem
perature. The gyro is usually mounted with the output axis horizontal, and the micro
syns are used to obtain indications of float radial motion. 
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In the 107 gyro, microsyn radial output voltages (obtained by reading four pole mic
rosyn center-tap voltages) are recorded with the unit in a fixed position and the float 
held at null. The gyro is then rotated 180 degrees about OA and the radial voltages 
observed for a period of time. If the unit is perfectly floated (and perfectly balanced 
longitudinally) no change in voltage will occur . If the voltages begin to change, the 
rate BLt which they are changing can be interpreted to determine how close the float is 
to flo ation . The temperature is readjusted and the test repeated until an acceptably 
low radial float rate is obtained . 

In gy1.·os containing magnetic suspension microsyns, the test is run in a similar man
ner, except that the radial output magnitudes themselves, and not their change, indi
cate pivot loading, since the float is suspended by the microsyns . The difference in 
radial voltages between the two 180 degree gyro positions thus indicates the degree to 
which flotation has been achieved. 

d. E'loat Freedom Tests -Pendµlous Gyros 

The preliminary remarks made under 2 . above also apply to the pendulous gyro. The 
presence of the large pendulous mass (offset wheel) somewhat restricts the orientation 
that may be used in checking float freedom . However, the pendulum may be used as a 
tool to rotate the float , and its behavior with gravity acting upon it tells a great deal 
about float freedom . 

The Angular Spread Test is a test that is similar to the Unbalance Uncertainty Test 
performed on stabilization gyros, in that the spread of float torque is measured after 
the float has been displaced in both directions . The pendulous gyro is positioned with 
OA horizontal with the pendulum down, and the case is rotated about OA so that the 
signal microsyn output is near null. The torque microsyn is then used to rotate the . · 
float, lifting the pendulum from its vertical down position. After rotating to a certain 
point the torque generator torque is removed, and the pendulum begins to return the 
float to its starting point. If any float obstruction is present, the float will stop before 
the starting point is reached . The test is then repeated but--with the float driven in the 
opposite direction. The spread in final signal microsyn output voltages from the two 
runs is examined to determine the float freedom. The angular spread test is illustra
ted in figure 4-2 (for the case with restricted float freedom). 

3. OYRO WHEEL TESTS 

a. ~eel Run-Up and Run-Down Time 

The spin motor is energized and a record kept of the time required for the wheel to 
reach synchronous speed (motor current remains steady). From synchronous speed 
the motor is deenergized and the time recorded that is required for the wheel to come 
to a stop (as noted by an oscilloscope indication). These two checks are used to check 
the quality of the wheel bearings. 
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Figure 4~2. Angular Spread Test 

b. .Wheel Deceleration Tests 

As mentioned earlier in the section on wheel bearings, the wheel deceleration rate is 
measured by timing over an interval the frequency of the spin motor back emf. 

c. Wheel Voltage, Current, and Power Checks 

Measurement of these quantities is made at synchronous speed. 

4. MICROSYN TESTS 

Microsyn centering is accomplished as outlined in .the section on four-pole microsyn's, 
and :adjusting the half power point to effect magnetic suspension at the correct operat
ing point is dis.cussed in the section on the eight-JXOle microsyn. 

a. Torque Microsyn Sensitivity 

This parameter is found by allowing the gyro to servo drive a turntable, with ear.th rate 
and unbalance inputs, with and without the application of torque microsyn current. The 
difference in turntable rates is then related to the torque current applied to give:. the 
sensitivity in dyne-cm/ma2, MERU/ma2, or as desired. 
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b. Coincidence of Signal and Torque Microsyn Null Points 

It is important that the electrical nulls of these devices be nearly coincident rota
tionally since microsyn reaction torque is a function of rotor angle, the lowest value 
usually occurring near null. The degree of coincidence is found by rotating the float 
to the null indicated by the signal microsyn and, without moving the float, connecting 
the torque microsyn as a ·signal microsyn (exciting the primary winding). The voltage 
at the secondary winding of the torque microsyn is then read and should be near null 
within tolerable liinits . 

c. Float Stop Check 

The tdgnal microsyn null should lie approximately midway between the float stops. 
To determine compliance with this requirement the float is rotated to each stop and 
the output voltages noted . The values of stop voltages should agree within a specified 
percentage of their average . 

5. FUNCTIONAL TESTS 

a. 4ngular Gain - Transfer Function 

Angular Gain and Transfer Function are two different forms of expressing the same 
property of the gyro; namely, its ability to precess through a definite angle about OA 
in response to a definite angle of case rotation about IA. When these angles are ex
pressed as the ratio 

the ratio is called Angular Gain, and is mentioned on page 2-3. 

The test may be run with the gyro mounted on a turntable with IA aligned parallel to 
the table axis. The signal microsyn output voltage is recorded. The table is then 
rotatetl about IA through a known angle (OIA) and the signal microsyn output again re
corded. The float rotation is found from the difference between starting and finisliing 
microsyn voltages (AEso). If the values are left in this form, the ratio 

is called the transfer function. This is the most useful form for the user of the gyro, 
since the electrical gyro output is used by the servo amplifier in mechanizing the 
servo loop. If Angular Gain is desired, the sensitivity of the signal microsyn must 
be known to convert AEso into OoA. 
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The test may also be run using, a known constant angular velocity about IA, (such as 
a, component of earth rate) and timing the resulting float precession. Knowiµg the 
time and the velocities, Angular Gain can be found as shown on page 4-6. 

b. Damping Coefficient 

As mentioned on page 2.-3., the damping coefficient Cn is an expression of the torque 
exerted by the damping fluid upon the float, as the float is rotated in the fluid. In the 
stabilization gyro, the torque in.icrosyn is used to rotate the float, ·.and the resulting 
float rate is measured by timing its travel between two pre-selected signal microsyn 
voltages. A series of known torques is used, and a plot of torque versus float rate 
may be made, as showri in figure 4-3. 

Applied 
Torque 

(dyne-cm) 

ldyne-cm 
____ _J 

mv 
sec 

. mv 
Float Rate -

sec 

Figure 4-3. Plot of Torque versus Float Rate 

. mv ·. 
The slope of the curve, dyne-cm per - may be converted, using the signal m.icrosyn sec 
sensitivity, to dyne-cm per rad, which is the damping coefficient. 

sec 

In the pendulous unit, the unbalanced mass, rather than the torque microsyn, may be 
used to supply the torque. The resulting float rate is then measured, and the damping 
coefficient is computed. 

B. TUMBLING TEST 

1. PURPOSE 

The tumbling test determines the magnitude and direction of torques caused by gravity 
a~ting on mass unbalances within the gyro (UsRA and UJA), cqmpUance (KsRA - KJA), 

-, and power lead flex and microsyn reaction torques (R-term). · These unbalances, ex
cept for the R term, are functions of the angle that the unbalances make with the gra
vity vector (g). During the test the gyro is rotated through 360 degrees so t~t the 



effect of g on the unbalances in various gyro orientations can be observed. The tum
bling test also has the secondary objective of indicating, in qualitative terms, whether 
the gyro operation is satisfactory. 

2. TEST CONDITIONS 

For this test the gyro is mounted on a turntable in the orientation shown in figure 4-4, 
and is shown pictorially in figure 4-5. 

EPA EPA BRA 

0A 

~ 
~ 

. " . > 
9" 

--------~------------------L--~ · Hortaontal 
Figure 4-4. Gyro Orientation for Tumbling Test 

' '·• 

Sinc1e the input axis of the gyro is in the equatorial plane, the gyro experiencelino 
earth rate during the test, and the only inputs to the gyro are those caused by g act
ing on the unbalances. The turntable is rotated at 8 times earth rate' so that a com
pletE, tumbling~ is completed in three hours. Figure 4-6 shows the gyro axes with 
the gravity components in those directions superimposed upon them. Note that these 
components vary with both the latitude of the test site (0) and the turntable rotation 
angle (cf>). 

Thus the mass unbalance terms in the equations shown later appear as g cos 8 UsRA 
and 1tcos 8 UIA, while the compliance term appears as g2 cos2 0 (KSRA - KIA). 
SincE3 the gyro coefficients are normally expressed for the full g case, these values 
must be divided by cos 0,(0. 733 for Oak Creek) and cos2 0 ~O. 537) ,respectively. The. 
terms wili"than appear as gUSRA• gUIA, and g2K. The component of g along the out.:.. 
put axis causes no torque about OA, and is therefore not shown in figure 4-6. 
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Figure 4-6. Gravity Components During Tumbling Tests 

In order to measure the float torques during the tumbling test, the gyro float is held 
at null by feeding the amplified signal-microsyn output back to the gyro torque micro
syn in the proper phase. The torque microsyn current that is required to .hold the 
float at null is recorded (see recorder, figure 4-7) and is a measure of the ~balance 
torques. · The resultant plot of this current (or torque) versu~ turntable rotafion angle 
is a~yZ.ed to determine the values and signs of UsRA, UJA, (KsRA - KIA), and R. 
The mechanization used to hold the gyro float at nuil is shown in figure 4-8. 

3. THEORY OF OP:ERA TION 

As explained previously, mass unbalances are caused by minute imperfections in 
production and assembly, and lack of homogenity of materials, The result is the 
same as if small masses (gm ) were attached to the gyro axes at short distances 
(cm ) from the inters.ection of the axes. The units of mass unbalances then are 
gm cm (mass x distance). See figure 4-9. 

Since-torque is produced when a mass at a distance is accelerated (T = mad), the un
balances along the spin reference axis and the input axis can cause torques about the 
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Figure 4-9. Mass Unbalance Torques 

UsRA = xy gm ems 

UIA = XY gm ems 

output axis when acted upon by the acceleration of gravity. The magnitude and direc-
tton of the torques is dependent upon the orientation of ~he axes. As shown in figure 4-10, 
when g acting on UsRA at0 degr.ees passes through OA, no torque results (the same re
sult occurs at 180 degrees and 360 degrees) . The clockwise torque produced by g acting 
on USRA at 45 degreesis .707 (sin 45 degrees) maximum. The torque reaches its maxi
mum -positive value (clockwise rotation) at 90 degrees and its maximum negative value 
(counterclockwise rotation) at 270 degrees . ,, 

oo 
SRA 

g 

Tu= 0 

45° 90° 

0 

+ g 

Tu = + . 707 max. Tu=+ Max. 

Figure 4-10. Mass Unbalance Torques 
During One .Revolution of Tumbling Run 

270° ' 

Tu= - Max. 

The effect of compliance, which is caused by the fact that the gyro float is not equally 
rigid ~.round its circumference, is the same as if the mass of the wheel and motor as
sembly were suspended by two sets of.unequally stiff springs (one set along SRA and . 
on~ set along IA). The action of components of gravity on the mass causes it to sag 
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by an amount proportional to the stiffness of the springs supporting it. If the sagging 
mass is displaced from the plane containing OA and g, a component of gravity acting 
on the mass ca.uses torque about OA. The torque thus developed is a maximum at 
positions that are a multiple of 45 degrees, and changes direction as the mass crosses 

the vertical. In figure 4-11, it can be seen at O degrees that, even though the mass 
bas sagged a small amount, no torque is produced because the mass lies in the OA-g 
plane and the force of g acting on the mass passes throogh OA. At 90 degrees a larger 
sag occurs but t}J,e mass is still in the OA-g plane and no torque result~. At 45 deg-. 
rees, however, the position of the mass is the resultant of displacements along both, 
axes and g acting on the mass causes a positive torque about OA. Simllarly, at 
136 degrees the mass has sagged the same amoont but the torque produced is negative. 

00' 

SRA 
90° 45° 

IA · 

g 

TK =+Max. 

Figure 4-li. Compliance Unbalance Torques 
During One Revolution of Tumbling Run 

135° 

Now with some understanding of what the unbalances are and how they are caused, 
let us look at the gyro axes every 45 degrees for one revolution of a tumbling run and 
write the torque equation for every point in terms of R (understood to be positive in 

this case), UIA, UsRA• and the sum of the compliance terms (KsRA,;,.; K1A), since 
they act in opposite directions. (See figure 4-12.) 

Table 4-1 can also be constructed by referring to the nitl~ ,figur.es shQwn.Jp. figure.:A.-12. 

If we plotted the values in table 4- 1, (T versus ct,) we would find that g cos 9 USRA 
describes a sine curve and g cos 9 UIA traces O\lt a cosine curve, as shown in fig-
ure 4-13. 
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4-14 

oo 
SRA 

O.A! __ -e-_-.t IA 

T = R + g cos 9 UIA 

. 135° 

45° 90° 

OA.__.,__.-+SRA 

IA 

T = R + o. 707 g cos 9 UsRA T = R + g cos 9 USRA 
+ 0.707 g cos 9 UIA 
+ g2 cos2 e (KsRA - KIA) 

180° 225° 

IA i..~._,. OA OA 

SRA 

T = R+ 0.707gcos9 UsRA T = R - g cos 9 UIA T = R - 0. 707 g cos 9 UsRA 
- O. 707 ·g cos 9 UIA - o. 707 goos e UIA 

- g2 cos2 8(KgRA - KIA) 

270° 
IA 

315° 

OA 

+ g2 cos2 9(KsRA - KIA) 

360° 
SRA 

OA--~--..4 IA 

T = I\ - g cos e UsRA T = R - 0.101 g cos eusRA 
+ 0. 7-..07 g cos 9 UIA 

T = R + g. cos 9 UIA 

- g2 cos2 9(KsRA - KIA) 

Figure 4-12. Total Unbalance Torques 
During One Revolution of Tumbling Run · 
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~ oo 45° 90° . 135° 180° 225° 27(}0 315° 360° 

gcos OUsRA 0 +.707 +Max. +.707 0 -.707 -Max. -.707 0 

gcos OUIA -Max. . 
+Max. +.707 0 -.707 -.707 0 +.707 :+Max·. 

g2 cos2 O(KsRA - KIA) 0 +Max . 0 - Max. O· +Max. 0 -Max. ·o 

R +Max. +Max. +Max . +Max. +Max. +Max. +Max. +Max. +Max. 

Table 4-1. Tabulation of Tumbling Run Unbalances 

Figure 4-13.. Plot of Mass Unbalance Torques versus Turntable Angle 

The values of g2 cos2 O(KsRA - KIA) indicate that it is also sinusoidai but that it com

pletes two cycles (second harmonic) during every revolution of the turntable. As R 

remains constant (is independent of g) its graph is a straight line. These two curves 
are shown on the same axis in figure 4-14. 
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Figure 4-14. Plot of R-Term and Compliance 
Unbalance Torques versus Turntable Angle 

The curve plotted by the recorder in the ~umbling test mechanization, which looks simi
lar to the curve in figure 4-15, is actually·a composite ·of the four curves just developed. 
The small jogs in the curve are due to the cyclic action of the gyro heaters. ,,,:.: 
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4. ANAL Y8IS OF TUMBLING TEST RESULTS 

The T versus <f, curve obtained during the tumbling run can be broken down to deter
mine the values of the various unbalances by, the following procedure. Table 4-1 
shows that UsRA is at its maximum positive value at 90 degrees and at a maximum 
negative value at 270 degrees. If the torque equations (foond in figure 4-12) for these 
two positions are added, then gUsRA will be eliminated and the equations can be solved 
to obtain R: 

T(90 degrees) = R + g cos 0 UsRA 

+T (270 degrees) = R - g cos 6 UsRA 

T (90 degrees) + T (270 degrees) = 2R 

(4-1) 

(4-2) 

R = R1 = ½ [T.(90 degrees) + T (270 degreesl (4- 3) 

'The sake thing is now done with the torques ~t O degrees and 180 degrees to eliminate 
gUIA ahd solve for Ragain as a check: 

T(o degrees) = R + g c.os UJA 

+T,1so degrees)= R - g cos UJA 

T lo degrees) + T (180 degrees) = 2R 

(4-4) 

(4-5) 

R = R2 = ½ ~(O degrees)+ T(l80 degrees~. (4-6), 

R1 and R2 should agree very closely, but will probably not be exactly eql,!al. The final 
value of R, therefore, is found by averaging the two values. 

This value of R is then substituted into equation 4-1 and that equation solved for gUgRA: 

gUsRA = T (90 degrees) - R 
cos 0 

Similarly, the value of R is inserted into equation 4-4 and that equation solved for 
gUIA: 

gUIA = T(O degrees) - R . 
cos 0 
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Now the values of R, gUsRA, and gUIA are put into the equation for the torque at 
_45 degrees, and that equation solved for g2 (KSRA - K1A): 

T(46 degrees) - R - O. 707 cos 8 (gUsRA + gUIA) 
g2 (KsRA - KIA) = 

cos2 8 
(4-8) 

As was pointed out earlier, with the 25 PIG and 25 IRIG gyros the aim of preloading 
the wheel bearings is to equalize the compliance along SRA and IA. If this effort is 
entirely successful, then KsRA - K1A = O and the compliance terms are eliminated 
from all the equations containing them. The physical interpretation of why equalizing 
the compliances along SRA and IA eliminates torque about OA is that the springs (used 
in the previou~ analogy) are equally stiff, so that the wheel and motor mass remains 
in the OA-g plane, as shown in figure 4-16. .· 

TK = 0 g 

Figure 4-16. Case of Equal Compliances 

If it is desired to know the unbalances that gave rise to the mass unbalance torques, it 
is only necessary to divide the torque by the g cos 0 to obtain the equivalent mass and 
lever arm of the unbalance: . 

T (dyne-cm) _ U 
2 - (gm cm)• 

g cos 0 (cm/sec ) 
(4-9) 

Any of the unbalance torques can be expressed in terms of the equivalent earth rate 
necessary to produce the torque. This is done by dividing the torque by the angular 
momentum of the gyro in order to get the equivalent input rate to cause the torque, 
and dividing this rate by 7. 29 x 10-8 rad/sec/MERU. 
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! = wIA (rad/sec) 

wIA (rad/sec) 

(4-10) 

7. 29 x 10-8 rad/sec = MERU. (4-11) 

MERU 

A summary of gyro unbalances is given below. 

The general unbalance equation for tumbling tests is shown in figure 4-18. Fig
ure 4-17 illustrates the general unbalance equation for servo tests, to be discussed 
later . 

Gyro unbalances which produce torques about the gyro Output Axis are: 

R 

UsRA 

. C. SERVO TEST 

1. PURPOSE 

The sum of residual motor power lead torque and signal microsyn 
and torque microsyn reaction torque . Units: dyne-cm 

The product of a mass and the distance it is displaced along the 
positive Spin Reference Axis . Units: gm-cm 

An unbalance , similar to UsRA located along the positive Input 
Axis . Units: gm-cm 

The product of a mass and the .distance it is displaced along the 
positive Spin Reference Axis . The displacement results from the 
compliance (units: 6m/dyne) of wheel and gimbal structure and is 
proportional to the component of gravity or acceleration along .the 
SRA . Units: gm-cm 

An unbalance1 similar to ggtiA KsRA• located along the positive 
Input Axis . Units: _gm-cm 

Servo testing provides the best measure of gyro quality since the gyro being tested 
is used to control rotational motion in a manner similar to its final use . In servo 
testing of both pendulous and stabilization gyros the gyro manipulates the rotation 
of the turntable upon which it is mounted so that the resulting precessional torque 
holds the float at null . Examination of the table rotation, therefore, gives a meas
ure of the gyro performance . The most important characteristic ~f the way in which 
the g.yro controls the turntable is "repeatability" - the gyros' s ability to produce 
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I 2 "' 

Figure 4-17. Servo Test (Starting 
Position OA Horizontal West) 

SRA 

gsin8 
,:':\ 8 g cos 11 

g -ggRA = gcos 8cos If> 

UoA = R+U8RAgcos8sln4>+UIAgcosl1ooslf, 

-KsRA gcos 8cos If, gcos 9sln If> 

+KIAgcos 8sin If> gcos 8cos If, 

UoA = R+gUSRA cos 9sln4>+gUIA cos 11 

cos 4> - g2 (JC.qR A - KtA) coa2 8 sin 4> 
2 

Figure 4-18 . Tumbling Test (Starting 
Position IA Horizontal West) 

identical table motions in separate tests conducted under identical conditions. 
Repeatability means that the gyro is stable and may be relied upon for a specific 
type of performance. Therefore, compensation may be planned in advance to 
alter this performance if desired. 

2. TEST CONDITIONS-STABILIZATION GYRO 

The gyro is mounted on the turntable with its input axis parallel to the table rota
tional axis. (The method of aligning the input axis precisely will be explained later.) 
The table axis is usually positioned vertical , horizontal , or parallel with the Earth 
Polar Axis so that a known component of earth rate may be used as the test input. 



The orientation selected depends upon the type of unit to be tested and the specific 
objectives of the particular run. In some special tests the .table axis and gyro input 
axis may be oriented perpendicular to the earth's axis so that no input is sensed. 
Figure 4-19 is a generalized mechanization .draw~g of the servo test equipment 
setup. 

The phasing of the servo is such as to keep the float of the gyro at null. (It will be 
remembered that in the tumbling test the gyro float was maintained at null through 
the torque microsyn. The servo test, on the other hand makes use of the Hof the 
gyro to produce a precessional torque to balance out the unbalance torques in the 
unit.) If the turntable alignment permits the gyro to experience earth'. rate, or some 
portion of it, the servo will rotate the table at that rate, plus or minus a rate de
pendent upon the unbalance torques present in the gyro. 

The general float torque equation for gyro servo test operation is: 

TOA = ±HwIA(Table) ±HwIA(External) ±CnwoA ±R ±gU 

±g2K ±IoA aoA ±TTG = 0 
(4-12) 

For steady state operation, with the float at null, the average damping and inertia 
torques (Cn w0 A and IoA aoA) are zero, and may be omitted from the equation. 

The servo has the job of keeping the float at null, but can produce a torque only 
through the term HwIA (Table). Therefore, it manipulates the table rate and equa
tion 4-12 may be rewritten: 

±HwIA(Table) = ±HW:tA(External) ±R ±gU ±g2K ±TTG (4-13) 

Thus .it :rpay be s~en that the turntable rate wIA (Table) when multiplied by H,. pro
duces a tor4ue which just cancels all the torques on the right hand side of the equal
tion. Therefore measurement of table rate indicates the magnitude of these torques . 

. , In the test laboratory the external input, w1A (External), is precisely known (usually 
some portion of earth rate). Thus a certain known portion of wIA (Table) is attri
buted to cancelling the external input. The deviation from this portion· of table r ate 
is a measure of the lumped unbalances . The various test orientations described 
below alter the unbalances relative to each other so that they may be separated by 
combined tests . 

Since the unbalance terms are known when the gyro is put into actual service, they 
may be compensated for, so that in use the gyro controls the motion of the table (or 
inertial platform) to cancel only the external inputs which are the unknowns in this 
case, thus stabilizing the platform in space. 
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Table rate measurement has a dual funcUon: measurement of the input rate if the 
unbalances are known or cancelled, or measurement of.the unbalances .if the exter
nal input .rates are known or cancelled . . If we have a perfectly balanced gyro, or 

. '1S8 the torque generator torque, TTG, to cancel the unbalances, R + gU + g2K, we 
have 

· +HwIA (Table) - HwIA (External) == 0 (4-14) 

and the. two rates are equal . This condition produces no gyro drift (deviation of 
table rate from the input rate being measured). 

Notice in the equation above that since H enters both terms, wheel speed regulation 
in this ideal case is not important . In actual practice the degree of wheel speed 

. regulation necessary depends upon the magnitude of the unbalances relative to the 
external torque inputs . 

3. ,SERVO TEST ORIENTATIONS 

The common orientations for servo testing are shown in figures 4-20 to 4-22 . . In 
each of these cases the starting position is OA horizontal west. 

a. Table Axis Parallel to Earth Polar Axis 

Figure 4-:23 shows the orientation of the gyro on the turntable for this test. 

HwIA (External) = Full earth rate torque, HwE 

Unbalances = (R + C1 gUsRA) + (C2 gUIA + C3 g2K) cos <p 

where C 1, C 2, and C 3 are constants and cp is the turntable rotation angle with the 
starting position shown in figure 4-23 . 

The table rate shows a deviation from earth rate of a constant (the magnitude of which 
depends upon R and a portion of gU s~) plus a cosine term (the magnitude of which 
depends upon portions of gUIA. and g K) . Unbalances cannot be separated from .this 
single run. 

b. Table Axis Vertical 

Figure 4-24 shows the orientation of the gyro ·on the turntable for this test. 

HwIA (External) = ·Vertical component of earth rate torque HwE (vert) 

Unbalances = R + gUsRA 
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Table rate deviation from vertical earth rate (note figure 4-24) is a constant rate, 
tbe magnitude of which depends upon the sum of R and gU SRA. 

c. Table Axis Horizontal 

l'lgare 4'-26 shows the orientation of. the gyro on the turntable for this teat. 

Bwu(Bxternal) • Hor.lzontal component of earth rate torque, HwE .(Bortz) 

Unbalances • · R - IUIA cos tf> 

Table rate de:vlation.from vertical earth rate la a constant rate, ·the magn!tude of 
which depends up~n R, plus a cosine term depending upon gUIA. (Note figure 4'-26.) 

TA ... ◄•·--

SRA 

Figure 4-25. Horizontal Orientation 

The. testing of. some gyros includes timing .of the turntable for 1.0 degrees (5 deg
.reea on each side of. the SRA down position shown) and again .for .10 degrees .. through 
tbe SBA iap region; soithat.the value of cos tf> .is +land -1. respectively. and the 
anbaJanoea are: 

u(SBA Down) = R - gUIA 

U(SRA Up) = R + gUIA, 

Addition and subtraction of.~be equations . therefore yield the values of Rand gUIA. 
S1rn1Jarly. these values may be inserted into the equations for the orientations in 
a. and b. above in order to compute the reJilafntng terms. 



In one form of testing, a 10 degree segment of table rate is measured in t.pe three 
orientations of IA vertical, IA horizontal with SRA up, and IA horizontal with SM 
down. Unbalance coefficients. are c_omputed, and the entire test repeated after a 
storage period of three days. The repeatability of coefficients determines the quality 
of the unit. 

4. ANALYSIS OF SERVO TEST RESULTS 

I 

Figure 4-27 shows the turntable rates experienced during servo testing in the three 
orientations discusse_d above. The dotted lines show the components of ea.rth :rate · 
sensed by the gyro and would be the rate at whicli the turntable was driven if the 
gyro were perfect (without unbalances) . The solid lines show the deviation of turn
table rate due to unbalance torques in the actual gyro. 

The repeatability of a gyro is de_termined by making several servo runs and compar
ing sets of two runs. Repeatability may be plotted as a curve of the difference be
tween two select~d runs, as shown in Figure 4-26. 

Turntable 
Rate 

(wIA (Table) 
(rad/sec) 

Revolution 
1 

DiffeI_'ence Curve (Repeatability). 
/ Rev 2 - Rev 1 

90° 180° 270° 360° 
Table Rotation Angle </> 

Figure 4-26. Computation of Gyro Repeatability from Servo. Tests 

Or, repeatability may be expressed as a single number by tabulating the values of 
the difference curve at 10 degree intervals and computing the RMS v:alue of the 
tabulation. 
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FJgur.e 4-27 . Servo Test Results 



·5. SPECIAL SERVO TESTS . 

In contrast to the dynamic testing described above, in which tre gyro causes the 
table motion to nearly equal some input motion , tests may be run in which the gyro 
senses no input motion, or the torque created by the input is cancelled with the 
torque generator. These type, tests are diagrammed in figure 4-28 (a) and (b). 
respectively. 

SRA EPA 

/ 

IA 

" (a) TA 

EPA 

Compensation 
Current to TG 

TTG = HwE (Ver t) 

---+---~~SRA 

IA 

t (b) 

TA 

Figure 4-28. Servo Tests with IA Perpertdicular to EPA and IA Vettical 

If unbalances are compensated for at the start of the servo test, the table will re
main stationary and its position monitored either optically or electrically. As the 
test progresses . a shift in table position is interpreted as meaning a change in the 
balance of the unit. The test offers the advantage of continuous monitoring, and 
sudden or short term shifts in unbalance will readily be seen. However , since any 
res triction in gyro float freedom will aid the turntable stability, resulting in ap
parently good performance from a poor gyro, care must be taken to previously 
determine the general quality of the gyro. In addition , periodic introduction of 
some float motion (electronic dither) to assure its freedom should be a part of the 
test. 

6. TEST CONDITIONS - PENDULOUS GYRO 

The tur ntable orientation for the pendulous gyro is the same as for the stabilization 
gyro, with the gyro input axis aligned parallel with the turntable rotational axis. 
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The, general servo mechanization drawing (figure 4-19) -used for the stabilization 
gyro also applies to the pendulous gyro. The differences in gyro use, as we shall 
see, are brought about ·only by the relative magnitude of the familiar unbalance 
terms. 

We may therefore repeat equation 4-13 as being applicable to an IA vertical servo 
test. 

The pendulous gyro differs from the stabilization gyro in the magnitude of spin axis 
unbalance, usually brought about by offsetting the wheel assembly along the spin 
axis as shown in figure 4-29. 

SA UsRA = ml 

IA 

g 
Figure 4-29. Gyro Pendulous Mass 

The spin axis unbalance, UsitA, ·t:onsists of the mass of the wheel assembly, m, 
displaced a _distance, i, from the ceriter of the float. With the force of gravity acting 
upon this unbalance, gUsRA is very, very large, (22, 400 dyne-cm for the 25 PIG 
gyro; a comparable stabilization gyro is balanced to about 0. 1 dyne-cm). The values 
of input axis unbalance, gUIA, and compliance torque, g2K, are negligible by com
parison. In addition, torque from the vertical component of earth rate, HwIA (External) 
in equation 4-13 is small (3 dyne-cm for the 25 PIG) and may be corrected for since 
its value is known. We therefore have a device very sensitive to the force of gravity, 
or to linear acceleration acting upon U SRA. 

If we then use a correction factor for earth rate and R, and omit gUIA, g2K, and TTG, 
we may rewrite equation 4-12 as: 

HwIA(Table) = gUSRA (4-15) 
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but UsRA = ml, so that by substitution and rearrangement of equation 4-12, 

WIA(Table) 

g 
ml rad/sec 
H g 

(4-16) 

We define the ratio above as the accelerometer scale factor. Noting that g = 980 

cim1/seci2, we can divide the scale factor by 980 and its units will be ra1se~ • 
cm sec 

Observe that the servo driven turntable angular velocity is proportional to the gravity 
or acceleration force acting along IA, or 

wIA = K O!IA 

where K is the scale factor. If a steady acceleration is applied for some time, t, 
we may multiply both sides of the equation by t: 

(4-17) 

But the angle of turntable travel cp = wJAt, while aIAt is the linear velocity, V, being 
e~erienced along IA. It is this relationship which is used in actual practice to meas
ure the linear velocity of the vehicle upon which the accelerometer is mounted. Since 
veloc:Uy, V, is the time integral of acceleration (V = 0 ft a dt) th:e accelerometer is 
called an integrating acce1erometer. (This integrating action concerns the gyro oli 
a servo driven moun:t, and shouict not be confused with the previously discussed in
tegrati~g action of the gyro float. ) 

In servo testing of the pendulous gyro the IA vertical tests, with g acting along the IA; 
are referred to as lg input tests. In addition, we may tilt the turntab1e and per form 
test~ where a fraction of g acts along IA, as shown in figure 4-30. 

The unbalance equations used for the stabilization gyro also apply to accelerometer 
gyros. However, since gUIA and g2K are considered negligible, the component g 
sin 0 produces no torque about OA. Therefore g cos 0 acts constantly on UsRA (re
gardless of the table rotation about IA) and the table rate is a constant reduced to 
cos 0 times its or~ginal lg value. Setting in of precise tilt angles allows measure
ment of the scale factnr 1 inearity for values of input below lg. 

7. GYRO ALIGNMENT 

a. Stabilization Gyro 

Alignment of any stabilization gyro consists of orienting the rate sensitive Input Axis 
in a prescribed direction. Since this axis is not ppysically located on the case of the 
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Figure 4-30 . Servo Test of Pendulous Gyro 

gyro, the action of the gyro in producing precessional torques must be used to 
achieve the alignment. It will be remembered that if an afi:gular rotation is applied 
to the gyro case about IA, s-o that the vector representing the rotation is parallel 
with_ IA, . the gyro experienc-es a maximum input and produc.es a maximum preces
sional tbrque about OA. If the input rotatibn axis lies at some angle with respect 
to IA, dnly the projection of the input velocity onto IA is effective, and less torque 
is produced . Finally, if the input rotation axis is perpendicular to IA, no torque 
dbout dA is observed. Therefore , a means of locating and aligning IA is apparent. 
S-ince aligning of IA to a maximum input is broad and insensitive, all alignment pro
cedures (s~rvo and tumbling) make use of the zero torque developed when the IA is 
perpendicul~r to a test input rotation. The first step in alignment for servo testing 
is shown: in figure 4-31. 

Before alignment is begun the wheel is started and the gyro is allowed a certain time 
to stabilize thermally . The gyro float is brought to null using torque generator cur
rent, and the current is carefully adjusted manually so that the float remains at null. 
This value is then held fixed during alignment. Alignment inputs are then applied 
about the trunnion axis , with a denoting one direction (by the right hand rule) and b 
the other direction. If the IA is perpendicular to these inputs, no precessional torque, 
and hence no float rotation from null , will be observed . However , if the IA is not 
perpendicular , a float motion will occur , its direction indicating the direction of 
misalignment. For example, if a is the test input about the trunnion axis and IA 
is in position 1, then IA may be projected onto a so that some portion of IA lies in 
the same direction as a. This is a pos itive input to the IA , and results in a positive float 
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Gyro Case 
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about OA 

Turntable 
Trunnion Axis 

--~------- - -----~-~► 

Figure 4-31. Gyro AlignIX?-eiit Procedure , Step 1 

b 

rotation about OA . When the trunnion rotation is re¥ersed to b., some portion of 1 
lies. opposite to the direction of b producing negative torque and float .rotation aboUt 
OA. Siinilar reasoning may be applied if the IA is misaligned in direction 2. 

Having aligned the gyro about OA, the misalignmem about SRA ~ust now be elimi
nated. The table is therefore rotated to make OA paral_lel to the trunnion axis and 
the process repeated, with adjustment this time being made about SRA as shown in 
figure 4-32. 

After step 2 of the alignment is completed, step 1 is repeated to eliminate .adjust
ment interaction errors. 

Alignment for tumbling tests uses the same basic method. Since the orientation for 
tumbling places tA perpendicular to the table rotation axis, trunnion movement is 
unnecessary, a.nd table axis rotation is all that is needed to assure IA ~rpendicWarity. 

b. Pendulous G~o 

Since the main function of the pendulous gyi:-o is detection of acceleration or gravity 
forces acting on the large spin· axis unbalance, alignment consists of properly orienting 



~~ . 
Gyro Case Adjustment 

SRA 

~ 
I \ 

about SRA 

OA 

Tu;rntable 
Trunnion 

Axis 

----------------~t--~b 
Figure 4-32. Gyro Alignment Procedure, Step 2 

the unbalanced mass. Unlike the stabilization gyro alignment, the Input Axis 
direction is not considered, and is assumed to be perpendicular to the pendulous 
axis by construction of the gyro. Thus , the alignment is done by observing the 
effect of gravity upon the spin axis unbalance. 

As discussed under servo testing, it is desired that the gyro spin axis containing 
the unbalance be perpendicular to the turntable or accelerometer rotational axis. 
The effect upon the torque about OA (and hence upon the turntable rate \\hen servo 
driven) if it is misaligned may be seen in figure 4~S3 where the torque at four posi
tions of turntable rotation is shown. 

As shown in figure 4-33, misalignment about either OA or SRA causes a torque that 
varies with table rotation. For the cases shown, OA misalignment causes a nega
tive cosine curve of torque, while SRA misalignment causes a positive sine wave 
torque. These torques may be detected and separated in a standard tumbling test, 
or in a servo test with a small g input. 

Misalignment of the pendulous gyro has the harmful effect of limiting the threshold 
of the gyro (threshold is . the smallest acceleration or g input that the gyro is capable 
9f detecting),, This may be seen by first considering an aligned gyro with a small g 
input applied, with servo driven turntable rate versus table rotation angle plotted in 
figure 4-33. 
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Table 
Rate 

'-' 

Table Rotation Angle 

Figure 4-'34 . Plot of w versus 0 

If we now introduce some misalignment of the pendulum, (figure 4-35) a sinusoid 
of rate deviation from the applied rate will appear. 

Table 
Rate 

w 

Table Rotation Angle 
Figure 4-35. Effect of Gyro Misalignment on Tabl~ Rate 

If the g input i's now t educ~d-(tdting of the IA or the gyro mote nearly horizontal) the 
average rate will be reduqed and we may reach the point where the misalignment 
sinusoid touches zero rate as shown in figure 4-36. 

Table 
Rate 

w 

Reduction of g 
Input 

Table Rotation Angle 

Figure 4-36. Curve of Misalignment with Reduced Input 

Since the turntable stops moving at the time the bottom of the sinusoid touches zero 
rate, we, cannot apply g inputs below this value. Therefore the amplitude of the mis
alignment controls the threshold in this case. 
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, SECTION. V 

GYROSCOPE APPLICATIONS 

A. ROTATIONAL SPEED REGULATOR 

A rate gyro (float elastically restrained) connected in the servo system shown in, 
figure 5-1 .could be used to control the rotational velocity of a platform. The deg
ree of elastic restraint is controlled by the thumb screw adjustment. The torque 
thus created on the float produces a signal microsyn output that is amplified and 
applied to a motor that drives the platform. The_ rotation of the platform is sen~ed 
about the ihput axis of the gyro and the phasing of the servo is such that the gyro 
precession will just null out the torque applied to the float by the spring. The rota
tional speed of the platform then is controlled quite precisely by v.arying the setting 
of the thumb screw. 

Screw 
Adjust 

t 

Platform 

Figure 5-1. Typical Rotational Speed Regulator 
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B. AIRCRAFT ATTITUDE INSTRUMENTS 

The Artificial Horizon and Turn-and-bank Indicator are both gyroscopic instruments. 
The former indicates to the pilot the attitude of his aircraft with respect to the hori
zon. The latter instrument indicates both the rate of turn and degree of bank of the 
turning aircraft. These devices make use of the gyro's property of remalnln_gfixed 
with respect to inertial space r egardless of motion of the vehicle on which tpey are 
mounted. 

C. REGULUS GUIDANCE SYSTEM GYROCOMPASSING 

As this guidance system was destined for use at sea where no azimuth reference is 
readily available, one of the system's three stabilization gyros (called the East Gyro) 

) was mechanized so that it could be used during the erection mode as an east-seeking 
device. 

In figure 5-2 the Earth Polar Axis and Equator are shown , and it is assumed that the 
missile to be launched is at some intermediate latitude 0, The input axes of the three 
stabilization gyros are mutually perpendicular (as in all AC Spark Plug guidance sys
tems). The Vertical Gyro IA (and hence the stable platform on which it, is mounted) 
is first aligned parallel with the EPA by means of a two-degree-of-freedom pendulum 
(to be described later) . If the IA of the East Gyro is not stpaight out of the paper, that 
gyro will sense some component of earth rate. This input will cause the gyro to pre
cess and the signal microsyn output is harnessed to drive the stable platform, upon 
which the gyros are mounted, about the vertical. When the platform has been driven 
to the position where the East Gyro IA is straight out of the paper, the gyro will no 
longer sense a component of earth rate and the servo will stop. At this orientation 
of the platform the North Gyro IA will be pointing toward the. Earth Polar Axis, which 
means that it is pointing North. Similarly, the East Gyro IA will be pointing East. 

D. AC SPARK PLUG INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEMS 

Both stabilization and accelerometer gyros are used as sensing devices on all of 
AC Spark Plug's inertial guidance systems. Long-time-of-flight systems, such as 
MACE, and REGULUS, require superior quality gyroscopes because any drift due to 
unbalance torques is accumulated over the entire period of flight (up to two hours). 
On the other hand, ballistic missile systems , such as THOR and TITAN, are guided 
for a relatively short period of time (not exceeding five minutes) and the requirements 
on gyro performance are not nearly as stringent. 

1. STABILIZATION SERVO 

A stable platform upon which to mount the accelerometers is common to all of these 
guidance systems. The platform is isolated from all random pitch, roll, and yaw 
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Earth 
Polar 
Axis 

Figure 5-2. · Orientation of REGULUS Inertial Guidance• 
· System Gyro Axes for .Gyr.ocompassing 

motions of : the missile airframe by the stabilization servo, ·which uses three single-:· 
degree-of-fl"eedom gyros to sense-·the pitch, ~ ..and yaw movements. The other 
components · of the stabilization servo then act together to reposition the· platform· to 
oonect for thedisturbing motion. -While the stabilization servos for each.of the 
different guidance ·systems vary in detail, . the composite mechanization drawing 
(figure 5-3) shows the general' feafui'eB of such ,a.cir.cu.it. Note :tbat the gimbals are 
labeled only as ·"outer", "middle" and "stable platform" (inner) since the relative 
PQ&itions of gimbals to achieve ·pitch, . roll, -and yaw isolation varies from .system · 

· ·. to system. · The '. filters are simply to improve the sigrial -to-noise · ratio of the gyro 
. algnal m.lcrosyn outputs. The·.resolyer drive amplifiers =are essentially:for matching .. · 
the impedance of the preamplifier output to that of the resolver. They also compen- . 
sate for ·the slight voltageloss of the resoiver (the amplifier gain is adjusted so-tbat· 
the gain across the amplifier-resolver combination is one).. The construction, ~oi-y 
of operation. and necessity for the resolver will be discussed in detail in a subaeqli~ , 
paragntph. The torque· exciter provides · the· needed power amplification to -,xcite · the 
ghnbal drive ·motors. Later systems ·may replace . this r-0tary . equipment with a stattc 
(electronic) power amplifier. The stabilization loop operates .as · follows: · pitcli, ioU. 
and ya~ motiohs of the missile are sensed by one or more of the stabilization nroa:.~ "· 
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The output of the gyro(s) is filte_red, amplified, resolved if necessary, further 
amplified and used to .control ~:qe field winding of a de generator (in the Torqu.e 
Exciter). The output of the generator powers a torque motor that drives the 
stable platform, through the ·gimbals , in such a direction as to null out the dis
turbing motion . In this ~ .anner the ~table platform is isolated from all random 
motions of t_he missile. 

Figure 5-4 shows the orientation of the input axes .of the three stabilization gyros, 
with respect to the stable platform , for four typical AC::: Spark Plug inertial guid
ance systems. 

Prior to engaging the stabilization servos, most inertial_guid,ance systems erect 
the stable platform to the local .vertical . The vertical reference device used in 
most systems is a two-degree-of~freedom pendulum (the ve_rtical must be deter
mined in two planes). This instrument consists of a pendulum bob, made _of ferro
magnetic material , suspended by a fine wire and swf]1ging freely between four 
wound poles positioned 90 degrees ~part. Each pole is wound with an excitation 

. ' . . 

and a secondary winding. The primary, or excitation, windings are all wound in 
the same directio:t;1 and are connec~ed in series. Pairs of secondary windings are 
wound oppositely and are connec~ed in series . The windings are encapsulated and 
the interior of the pendulum is filled with a damping fluid (see figure 5-5). The 
manner of operation is very simll:ar to that of the four-pole signal microsyn: when 
the bob is off null the magnetic ~0'\.1-pling between primary and secondary of one or 
both pairs of windings is strell;gthened and the voltage induceq. in that secondary i~ 
increased. _If the boQ has swung in one direction the output will be O phase, and if 
in the opposite direction it will .be 1r phase. Null will be _achiev~d only when the bob 
is midway betweeri both sets of pole~. 

If the stabilization gyro input axes w_ere aligned parallel with the missile pitch, roll, 
and yaw axes in apy of t_he inertial systems, and if the missile .experienced only one 
of these motions at a time, no gyro er;ror signal (signal microsyn output) resoluti.on 
would be required since one gyro would sense roll (say the X gyro), one gyro would . . . 

sense pitch (Y gyro), and the re~_ail_l~ng gyro (Z) would sense yaw. However, the 
missile does experience combinations of two or more of these random movements., 
simultaneously, thiJS making necessary resolution of the gyro signals. In the simple 
case shown in the drawing below the missile has experienced a yaw through the . 
angle 0, displacing the X and Y gyro input axes from their positions along the roll 
and pitch axes, respectively, to the new positions shown. If now, before this yaw 
angle is nulled out by the yaw stabilization servo, a roll and/or pitch is also exper
ienced , components of these motions (x, x', y and y') will be sensed by both the X 
and Y gyros, as shown in figure 5-6. The signal needed to drive the roll torque motor 
to isolate the stable platform from the roll will consist of components of the signals 
from the X and Y gyros (x + x' = X cos 0 + Y sin 0) . Similarly, the signal needed to 
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Figure 5-5. Two-Degree-of-Freedom Pendulum 
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Figure 5-6. Resolution of Gyro Signals on Missile Axes 
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I Roll leolation ,_ ________ Signal = x + x' = 
X cos 8 + Y sin 8 

Pitch Isolation 
._ ________ Signal = y' - y = 

Y cos 8 - X sin 8 
· Figure 5-7. Schematic Diagram of Resolver 



isolate the pitch motion must be y' - y = Y cos 0 - X sin 0(the y component is negative 
since its direction is opposite to that of y' ). The required roll and pitch isolation signals 
are produced in a resolver . As shown in figure 5-7, the X and Y gyro signals are applied 
to the rotor of the resolver . The rotor , which rotates freely with respect to the stator, 
is connected through a shaft to the yaw axis and can turn through any yaw angle (0 in 
this case). The outputs taken from the stator of the resolver are the required roll and 
pitch isolation signals . 

2. ACCELEROMETER SERVO 

A gyro accelerometer combines the functions of a pendulum and a gyro . It has the 
advantage of sensing accurately an extremely large range of accelerations. The action 
of the accelerometer "automatically" integrates the input acceleration and yields a 
velocity signal as its output . The gyro accelerometer also serves as a moving vertical 
indicator when it is Schuler tuned. 

The principal part of the accelerometer is the accelerometer gyro. This unit is similar 
to a stabilization gyro , except that its float is deliberately unbalanced. There are two 
ways of unbalancing a float: one is to add an unbalancing weight to it; the other is to 
off set the wheel from the intersection of the spin and output axes so that the entire float 
acts as a pendulous mass, as shown below. The pendulosity of a particular unit is the 
product of the mass (of the float and the lever arm (distance of float center of gravity 
from output axis) , or ml in figure 5-8 . 

.~ Gyro Wheel 

Figure 5-8 . Pendulosity of Gyro Float 

One property of a pendulum is that if it is accelerated in a direction perpendicular to 
a plane containing the axis of rotation and the float Cg (along IA in the case of our 
pendulous gyros) the pendulum bob will , due to its inertia, lag behind the pivot, so that 
at a given instant the pendulum makes an angle 0 with its original position , as shown in 
figure 5-9. 

Thus far , we have considered only the pendulous action of the accelerometer gyro, 
and the gyro wheel need not have been running. If pendulous action alone were used 
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Figure 5-9 . Action of Pendulous Wheel in an Accelerometer 

to sense accelerations, however, the instrument would saturate (float would hit 
the stops and remain there) . To overcome this disadvantage the gyroscopic pro
perty of the instrument is used to produce a counter torque to null out the pendulou1 
torque. The servo is connected as shown in figure 5-10. When an acceleration 
occurs along IA, the wheel and float, through pendulous action alone, ate .clleplaced 
through the angle 9. 

The displacement 8 is due to a pendulous torque on· the float equal to the penduloalty 
of the wheel times the acceleration, measured in g , or 

TQA • mlg. (5-1) 

The float displacement causes a signal microsyn output, which is amplified and used 
to excite a motor that drives the entire gyro case about IA, Thls rotation about IA 
produces a.precessional torque from the gyro equai to 

TOA• HwIA. (5-2) 

The two torques, equation 5-1 and equation 5-2, are equal and the servo 11 phaaed so 
that the aense of the precessl~nal torque is opposite to that of the penduloua torque. 
Since the two torques are equal ln magnitude but oppoaite in aense 

mlg - HwIA • 0 (5-3) 

which ls the basic apoelerometer equation. 

A potentiometer is positioned, through gearing, by the drive motor shaft in order to 
give an electrical indication of the shaft position, cf>. This shaft position cf> is pro
portional to velocity, since cf> is the result of the shaft rate wIA acting through the 
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Figure 5-10. Gyro Accelerometer and Associated Servo Components 
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.time t (cp = wt). But w is proportional to the acceleration being sensed so that 
cp ~ at, and at = V, so cp is proportional to the velocity being experienced. Since 
velocity is the time integral of acceleration CV = J adt) , the accelerometer is called 
an integrating accelerometer. 

Rearranging equation 5-3 gives 

ml <.i11A - =--. 
H g 

(5-4) 

These quantities are the scale factor of the accelerometer (rad/sec/g). The left 
side of equation 5~4 gives the scale factor in terms of physical constants associated 
with the gyro, while the right side of the equation indicates the manner in which the · 
scale factor is measured in the laboratory; i. e. , the accelerometer is mounted on a 
turntable that is tilted so that g or some fraction of it (g times the c;osi.ne of fae tGt 
angle) acts on the pendulous mass . The rate generated by the servo about IA is then 
measured optically and divided by the input (in g), which is known very precisely 
from the tilt angle. 

The gyro accelerometer can also be used to furnish an indication of the instantaneous 
vertical upon a moving vehicle. This is accomplished by Semler tuning the acceler
ometer servo and is explained as follows. The true vertical is indicated by a simple 
pendulum at rest. However, a simple pendulum aboard a moving vehicle would lag 
behind the verti~al due to the acceleration(s) being e~erienced. But, if tbe angle 
through which the pendulum lagged ( 81) were to just equal the. earth central angle 
through which the vehicle traveled (82), then the pendulum would indicate the true 
vertical, as shown in figure 5-11. 

It will now be shown that if the length of the pendulum arm, 1, were equal in length 
to the radius of the earth, R, then 81 would equal 82 and the pendulum would alwafs 
indicate the vertical, regardless of accelerations _being experienced. 

I = R (by hypothesis) (5-5) 

The linear acceleration, a, experienced by the pendulum and the vehicle cariy ing 
the pendulum are the same. Therefore, 

(5-6) 

but 

a . 
1 = a 1 (by Equation 1 -·25} (5-7) 
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Figure 5-11, Prtilciple of Schuler Tuning 

ancl ' 

where 

a 1 = angular accele.ratlon of the pendulum 

a 2 = angular acc.eleration of the vehicle. 

Multiplying both sides of equation 5-8 by the same quantity does not change the 
equality, so 

(5-8) 

(5-9) 
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but 

½ at2 = 0 (by summary of rotational units on page 1-~). 

Therefore , 

01 = 02 as was to be proved. 

Obviously we cannot have a simple pendulum with an arm length equal to the radius 
of the earth (we ignore the height of the vehicle above the earth as insignificant com
pared to the radius of the earth) . However , if the period (time for one complete 
oscillation) of a simple pendulum of any length were made equal to the period of a 
pendulum with an arm equal to the radius of the earth, such a pendulum would be
have like an earth-radius pendulum and would indicate the vertical while movir.g. 
The period of an earth radius pendulum is 84. 4 minutes (T = 271" Jl/g) . By means 
of a network in the servo amplifier the accelerometer servo is tuned so that the 
accelerometer gyro pendulous mass has a natural frequency of 84. 4 minutes . This , 

I 

in effect, means that when the pendulous mass is disturbed it swings back and forth 
once in 84. 4 minutes . Thus , the accelerometer gyro is equivalent to an earth 
radius pendulum and will indicate the vertical on a vehicle moving over the surface 
of the earth, as shown in figure 6-12. 

11-o111.,__ ___ Earth 

Figure 5-12. The Accelerometer as a Vertical Indicating Device 
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Acceleration (linear 
acceleration) 

Accelerometer Gyro 

GLOSSARY 

The rate at which velocity changes. It is determined 
by subtracting the initial velocity from the final 
velocity and dividing this difference by the time 
interval. 

A pendulous gyro used as the sensing element in an 
accelerometer . 

Accelerometer Scale Factor - The ratio of rotation of the pendulous gyro about its 
input axis to the acceleration experienced, the accel
eration being expressed in gravities , cm/sec2, etc. 

Accelerometer Servo 

. Air Bearing 

Alignment (of axes) 

Ampere 

Amp 

Ampere-turns 

Angular Acceleration 

Angular Gain (of a gyro) 

Angular Momentum 

Angular Spread 

Angular Velocity 

A servo that measures and integrates accelerations 
by nulling out the pendulous torque the accelerations 
create on a pendulous gyroscope. 

See Gas Bearing . 

See Gyro Alignment . 

The unit of electrical current. 

The abbreviation for ampere 

The product of the number of turns in a winding and 
the current in the winding. This quantity determines 
the magnetomotive force of the coil, and hence the 
magnetic flux . 

The rate at which angular velocity changes. 

The ratio of gyro output angle (angle about the output 
axis) to the input angle (angle about the input axis). 
This ratio may be less than, equal to, or greater 
than 1. 

The product of the moment of inertia. of a rotating 
body and its angular velocity. 

The angular distance that the gyro float may rotate 
in either direction (degrees of travel from stop to 
stop). 

The velocity of a rotating object measured in rpm (or 
radians per second). Note that the angular velocity of 
all particles in a wheel is the same, while each parti
cle actually travels at a different linear velocity (the 
particles at or near the rim of the wheel travel faster 
than those near the axle. 
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B 

Balance Adjust Fork 

Balance Adjust Nut 

Balance Adjust Stud 

Balancing 

Ball Contact Angle 

Ball Retainer• 

B-H Curve 

Bearing Assembly 
(or Package) 

Bellows 

Buoyancy 

Buoyant Force 

C 

Capacitance 

Capacitive Reactance 

A-2 

See Flux Density. 

A provision for adjusting the float rotational balance 
from outside the gyro case . 

A nut that rides on the balance adjust stud on the end 
of the float in some gyros . Its position can be varied 
to help achieve rotational balance of the float. 

A metal rod attached at right angles to one end of 
the float on some gyros . The balance adjust nut rides 
on this stud. 

See Rotational Balancing and Longitudinal Balancing. 

The angle at which the balls of the ball bearing make 
contact with the race (referred to the plane of wheel 
rotation). 

A lubricant-impregnated phenolic part that both 
separates the balls and lubricates them. It fits 
between the inner and outer races. 

The curve of flux density vs magnetic intensity (see Hysteres is) 

See Wheel Bearing. 

Small sealed bellows chambers (usually made of 
brass) to help staoilize flotation by compensating for 
changes in volume of the flotation fluid . 

The ability of a fluid to float an immersed object. 

The force on an object (usually upward) exerted by a 
liquid in causing it to tend to float . The force is 
related to the specific gravities (or densities) of the 
object and the liquid . 

The symbol of capacitance . 

The property of storing an electrical charge . It is 
equal to the electrical charge divided by the electrical 
potential (voltage) . It causes the current to lead the 
voltage in an ac circuit . 

An opposition to the flow of current due to capacitance. 
It causes the current to lead the voltage in an ac circuit , 
It is inversely proportional to the frequency of the 
excitation and the capacitance . 

.. 
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Cb 

penter of Buoyancy 

cg 
Center of Gravity 
{center qf mass) 

Compensation Torque 

Compliance UJU)a].ance 

I 

Compliance Unbalance· 
Torque 

Conductance 

Contact Angle 

Control Winding 

Couple 

Cp 

Damping Coefficient 

Damping Fluid 

Damping Torque 

Degrees-of-freedom 

The center of buoyancy. 

The point through which the buoyant force is acting; 
it is also.the center of volume of the object. 

The center of gravity. 

The point through which the weight of an object acts; 
it is the center of the mass of the object. 

Torque applied to the gyro float through the torque 
microsyn to compensate for unbalances, drifts, etc. 

An unbalance due to the fact that the float is not 
equally stiff at all points about its perimeter. 

A torque on the float caused by gravity or gravity 
components acting on the compliance unbalance. 

The reciprocal of resistance. 

See Ball Contact Angle. 

The secondary winding of a torque microsyn. The 
current can be varied in this winding. A torque is 
produced in the microsyn that is the ·product of 
control winding current and reference winding cur
rent. 

A pair of parallel forces that are equal in magnitude 
but opposite in direction. A couple produces a torque 
about a point between them. 

The line of float pivots. 

A measure of the amount of damping a gyro has, 
equal to the angular momentum of the gyro divided 
by its angular gain. It is also equal to the damping 
torque divided by the rate about OA associated with 
that torque. 

Same as flotation fluid. The same fluid also pro
vides a damping torque. 

A torque that opposes precessional torque. It is 
much like a friction torque, but is proportional to 
the rate at which the float rotates . 

The number of planes in which a gyro wheel and axle 
is free to move; dependent upon the number of~~
bals the gyro has. 
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Den~ity 

Drift 

Drift Torques 

Dyne 

Dyne-cm 

Earth Polar Axis 

Earth-radius Pendulum 

Earth Rate 
( earth rate input) 

Earth Rate Torque 

Efficiency (of a machine) 

Eight-pole Microsyn 

Electric Null 

Energy 

Energy Loss 
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The mass of a body (measured in lbs or gms) , 
divided by its volume (measured in cu in or cu cm). 

See Gyr o Drift. 

See Unbalance Torques . 

The force required to accelerate one gram at a 
rate of one centimeter per sec per sec . 
(gm - cm) 

sec2 

The unit of torque used in measuring float torques . 

The imaginary axis about which the earth revolves; 
the line extending through the north and south geo
graphic poles . 

A simple pendulum with a length as long as the 
radius of the earth (obtained electrically). 

The rate at which the earth rotates about . the Earth 
Polar Axis, specifically 360 ° in 24 hours or 15 
degrees per hour. 

A precessional torque due to earth rate acting upon 
the angular momentum of the gyro wheel. 

The ratio of energy out ( output) to energy put in 
(input) . The difference in input and output energy 
levels is the energy loss . 

A microsyn with eight stator poles and four rotor 
poles. It may be connected for use as either a sig
nal or torque microsyn, and also provides magnetic 
suspension of the float simultaneously with (but in- . 
dependent of) its operation as a signal or torque 
generator. 

See Signal Microsyn Null . 

The ability to do work. See Kinetic Energy, Poten
tial Energy. 

The energy dissipated in a device, as in friction, 
electrical heating, etc . , in transforming energy 
from one form to another. The energy loss deter
mines the efficiency of the machine or device. 

i 
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Farad 

Flex Lead Baffle Plate 

Flex Lead Torque 
I , 

Flex Leads 

Float Balancing 

Float Inertia Torque 

Float Null 

Float Stops 

Floated Gyro 

Flotation 

Flotation Fluid 

The unit of capacitance. 

A round disk that fits in one end of the gyro case, -
perpendicular to OA, that holds the motor flex leads. 
This plate has channels to hold the flex leads. These 
channels start at equally spaced points on the circum
ference of the disc and curve helically into the center. 

The torque on the float created by the wheel motor 
leads into the float. This is part of the R-term un
balance torque. See Motor Leads . 

See Motor Leads. 

See Rotational Balancing and Longitudinal Balancing. 

A dynamic torque that is produced whenever the float 
is accelerated. It is equal to the moment of inertia 
of the float times the angular acceleration of the float. 

The position of the float when the signal micro:syn is 
at its electrical null. See Signal Microsyn Null. 

A mechanical arrangement to limit float rotational 
travel to about 2-1/2° in either direction. A common 
arrangement is a pair of pins near the top and bottom 
of one end housing that engage in larger holes in the 
float ends. The diameter of the holes then determines 
how far the float can travel. 

An instrument in which the gyroscopic element 
(wheel and axle) is mounted in a sealed container 
that is suspended by a fluid inside the outer case of 
the unit. The sealed container may be a cylindrical 
or spherical shell. 

The fluid suspension of the gyro gimbal in the gyro 
case by a fluid. At flotation, the specific gravity of 
the flotation fluid just equals the weight of the float 
and its contents . 

The fluid that suspends the float inside the gyro case . .. 
The chief characteristic of the flotation fluid is that 
its specific gravity (and viscosity) can be changed by 
altering its temperature. Thus a gyro float can be 
suspended regardless of its weight merely by changing 
the temperature of the flotation fluid. (See Fluorolube). 
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Fluid Damping 

Fluorolube 

Flux 

Flux Density 

Force 

Four-Pole Microsyn 

Free Gyro 

g 

Gas Bearing 

Gauss 
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See Damping Fluid and Damping Torque. 

A flotation and damping fluid in common use in 
AC Spark Plug gyroscopes. 

See Magnetic Flux. 

The number of lines of magnetic flux per unit of a rea. 
This is measured in gausses, and is a function of 
the specific material. 

The cause of the acceleration of a mass. Since all 
objects have mass, and since gravity is an accelera
tion, there is a force due to gravity. 

A microsyn with four stator poles and two rotor 
poles. It may be connected for use as either a s ig
nal or torque microsyn. 

Same as a three-degree-of-freedom gyro. Also, a 
child's gyro top that is not mounted in gimbals, 
since it is free to be moved in all three planes . 

The gravitational acceleration on earth; the symbol 
is used to denote the numerical value of this accel
eration, which varies according to location on the 
earth but is approximately equal to 32. 2 feet per 
second per second, or 981 centimeters per second 
per second. 

A wheel bearing, or spin axis bearing, that operates on 
a thin, high--speed film of gas between the two bear-
ing surfaces . AC Spark Plug gas bearing floats are pre
sently filled with helium; this is the gas in the bear-
ing. The bearing actually is capable of operating 
with any gas, and future float filling practice may 
replace helium with some other gas. 

The unit of flux density. 

The gravity component that is parallel with the input 
axis. 

A gravity component that is parallel with the spin 
reference axis. 
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gUIA 

gUSRA 

Gilbert 

Gimbal 

Gravitational Attraction 

Gravity 

Gravity Components 

Gravity Dependent Torques 

Gyro Accelerometer 

Gyro Alignment 

Gyro Case 

Gyro Coefficients 

Gyro Drift 

The symbol for the output axis torque developed by 
gravity actir. · on mass unbalance along •iho input axis. 

The symbol for output axis developed by gravi_ty acting . 
on mass unbalance along the spin reference axis. 

The unit of magnetomotive force. 

A frame with pivots attached. The gimbal permits 
the object fastened within it (wheel and axle in a gyro) 
to be moved about the pivot axis independent of move
ment of the base or other gimbals. When the term 
gimbal is applied to a gyro, it usually means the float. 

The universal attraction of masses for each other. 
On earth this results in an acceleration or force 
(or attraction) of gravity. See also Gravity and "g". 

The acceleration of all objects toward the center of 
the earth. When the object is restrained, as by the 
floor, tabletop, etc. , this becomes the attraction of 
gravity. See also "g". 

See gSRA and gJA. 

The mass unbalance and compliance torques. These 
torques depend upon the orientation of the gyro with 
respect to the gravity vector. 

A device that uses a pendulous gyro as the sensing 
element - used for measuring and integrating 
accelerations. 

A term that is used to indicate the procedure of 
aligning the gyro axes mutually perpendicular with 
each other; it is also used to describe the aligning 
of the gyro axes with a turntable or stable platform 
axis. 

· The cylindrical can that houses the float and flotation 
fluid. 

The numerical values of UsRA• UIA, KsRA-KIA, and R. 

Irregularities in the performance of a gyro (in either 
the plot of float rotation, or torque microsyn current 
required to keep the float at null) due to unbalance 
torques . 
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Gyro Drift 

Gyro Drift Torque 

Gyro· Float 

Gyro Heater 

Gyro Output 

Gyroscope 

Grroscopic Inertia 

H 

Half-Power Point 

aeater (heater wire) 
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Random rotations of the float about OA due to un
lmown torques. 

Torques of unlmown origin; same as Uncertainty 
Torque. 

The container in which the gyro wheel and axle· are 
contained and that is suspended by fluid within-the 
gyro case. In AC Spark Plug gyros the terms float 
and gimbal are usually synonymous. 

The electrical device used to provide heat to the 
gyro in order to control the density of the flotation 
fluid. In some gyros this is simply a·wire, with 
ample current-carrying capacity, helically wound 
around the outer case. In other gyros it is a blan
ket or film-type arrangement. Still other models 
have no self-contained heater but are mounted.in a 
temperature stabilizing bath. 

Precession, or rotation about the output axis. See 
Signal Microsyn Output. 

Basically a wheel and axle; usually the wheel has a 
high · angular momentum (large amount of inertia 
and is spinning rapidly) . 

The property of a gyro that tends to keep it fixed.in 
inertial space. More simply, a gyro stands still un
til it is forced to move, then it precesses. In, the 
ideal case of a three-degree-of-freedom gyro·with 

· absolutely frictionless bearings, the gyro wheel and 
axle would never change position. 

See Angular Momentum and Magnetic Intensity. 

The operating point of the magnetic suspension (8-
pole) microsyn circuit. It is the point where the 
current is 0. 707 times its maximum possible value 
(resonance) and is adjusted by altering the circuit 
capacitance by selecting proper values of "working" 
capacitors. 

See Gyro Heater. 

~ 
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Heater Sensor 

Henry . 

Hysteresis 

Hysteresis Loop 

Hysteresis Motor 

Hysteresis Ring 

I 

IA 

IA Horizontal 

IA Parallel . 

\ 

IA Perpendicular 

IA Vertical 

Impedance 

Inductance 

Inductive Reactance 

The element (resistance wire, thermistor, etc.) 
that indicates changes in gyro temperature and calls 
for additional heat from the gyro heater circuitcy. 

The unit of inductance. 

A property of magnetic circuits that prevents the 
flux density from following exactly the magnetic 
intensity. 

See Hysteresis 

See Wheel Motor. 

A laminated metal ring sweated into the bore of the 
wheel that is necessary to the operation of the wheel 
motor (since the wheel, or rotor, is non-magnetic). 

The symbol for moment of inertia. 

The Input Axis. 

A servo test orientation in which the input axis is 
aligned parallel with the horizontal at the test- site. 

A servo test orientation in which the input axis is 
aligned parallel with the Earth Polar Axis . 

A servo test orientation in which the input axis is 
aligned perpendicular to the Earth Polar Axis. 

A servo test orientation in which the input axis is 
aligned parallel with the vertical (g vector) at the 
test site. 

The opposition to current flow caused by the addi
tion (vectorially) of resistance and reactance. 

A property that permits a current in one conductor 
to induce a voltage in an adjacent conductor. In an 
ac circuit inductance causes the current to lag the 
voltage. It is directly proportional to the flux in 
the winding and the number of turns and inversely 
proportional to the current. 

An opposition to alternating current flow due to in
ductance. It is directly proportional to the frequency 
and the inductance. 
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Inertia 

Inertia Ring 

Inertia Torque 

Inner Race Spacer 

Inner Races 

Input Axis 

Input Torque 

Integrating Gyro 

Kinetic Energy 

L 

Laminations 

Line of Pivots 
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The property of all matter that tends to keep it at 
rest if it is at rest, or to keep it in motion if it is 
in motion. (Newton's First Law.) 

A heavy metal ring added to the outer edge of some 
gyro wheels to increase their moment of inertia, 
and hence the angular momentum of the gyro. 

""' See Float Inertia Torque. 

A ring that fits on the wheel shaft and separates the 
inner races of the bearing pair. 

The wheel bearing races closest to the wheel shaft. 

An imaginary line mutually perpendicular to the 
spin reference and output axes. Its positive direc
tion is selected so that the system of axes will be 
a right-handed orthogonal system. 

A torque about the input axis. 

A gyroscope in which the output angle is propor
tional to the input angle. This is possible only 
because the output angle is the time integral of the 
input rate (output angle varies with the produce of 
input rate and the time that rate is acting). 

The energy of a moving body, equal to one-half 
the mass times the square of the velocity. 

The symbol for compliance unbalance. The differ
ence between compliance along the SRA and com
pliance along the IA. Sometimes combined into a 
single term, K. 

The symbol for inductance. 

See Microsyn Laminations. 

The imaginary line passing through the pivots of 
the gyro float or through the centers of the micro
syn rotors. This line is also the OA and is of im
portance in balancing procedures. 



Longttudlnal •. Balancing 

ma 

Map~tlc ·. EnersY ·· 

Magnetic Flux 

Magnetic lliduction 

M•etic Intensity 

Magnetic Suspension 

Balancing the gyro float "end-for-end". This is 
done after rotational balancing, which moves. the 
centers of gravity and buoyancy to the line <)f pivQts. 
Longitudinal balancing then brings . the centers . into 
coincidence. 

- · · The abbreviation for milliampere. 

The energy due to the magnetic flux in a coll. It is 
equal to one-half the square of the current .. 
times the inductance of the coil, 

.. The flow of magnetic lines of force, similar -to 
current in a pure electric circuit. It is -equal to. the 
magnetomotive force divided by the reluctance. It 
is dependent upon the ampere .. turns in ·the coil. 

See Flux Density. 

The strength of a magnetic field, measured :(in 
oersteds) by the attractive (or repulsive) force 
exerted. It is directly proportional ·to the current 
in the circuit. 

The system of suspending the float in the . center of 
the gyro case by creating magnetic fields .. with the 
magnetic suspension (eight;;;pole) microsyns. This 
system provides the same .function as, and supple
ments, fluid flotation. 

Magnetic Suspension Micro- - ~ee Eight-pole Microsyn. 
SYJl 

MagnetQmotive Force The force in a magnetic circuit, similar to voltqe 
in a pure electric circuit. It is equal to. the flux 
times the reluctance. 

Mass 

Mus Unbalance 

The amount of material in an object, synonymous 
with the weight of an object on the ·earth. ¥ore 
precisely, mass . is . the-measure · of a body's : inertia. 

Unbalances created by extra masses, unsymmetric 
placement of masses, Qr misalignments. They 
occur about the spin reference · and input axes, ~d 
consist of a mass .(weight) and a di$tance -.from. the 
axis. 
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Mass· Unbalance Tor~e 

Maxwell 

Mechanical Stops 

MEllU 

Mho 

Microfarad 

?41crohenry 

Mlcromicrofarad 

·Microsyn-

. Mlcrosyn Centering 

Microsyn Laml~ons · 

Mlcrosyn Poles 

Microsyn Reaction Torque 

Microsyn Rotor .· .. 
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A torque on the float created by gravity or gravity 
components acting upon the mass unbalance. 

The·unit of magnetic -flux. 

See Float Stops 

See Milli-Earth-Rate-Unit'. 

The unit of conductance. 

One millionth (10-6) Qf a Farad, which is-the unit 
of capacitance. 

One millionth of a Henry, which is the unit of in
ductance. 

One millionth of one millionth (10-12) of a Farad, 
which is the unit of capacitance. Also Picofarad. 

An electromechanical device operating on the differ
ential transformer principle. See Signal Microsyn, 
Torque Microsyn, Four-pole Microsyn, Eight-pole 
Microsyn. 

The process ·of checld.ng the float centering by cone·· 
ilecting the signal microsyn so, that it is sensitive, to 

. translational motions in two directions. 

Both the cores of the microsyn stator and the· micro
syn rotor are made up of sheets of metal, called 

.laminations, that are bonded together. This con
struction is used because of magnetic considerations. 

see Microsyn Stator. 

A torque due to electrical or mechanical unbalances 
.. ln the microsyn (may be inequality in length of wind

ings on different poles, more or less: stator pole 
area on one pole, etc.). It is a•.part of the R""'.term. 

· The moving -portion of a microsyn. It is ~ttached 
to:the· float pivot and rotates within the circular 
·microsyn stator between the,microsyn stator pole~., 
but with an air gap.between rotor and stator. The 0 

~otors, sometimes called slugs, . are -made, up, of 
. metal- laminations and are circular discs · with equally 
spaced protrusions (called poles). 

.. 



Microsyn Stator 

Milliampere 

Milli- Earth-Rate- Units 

Milllhenry 

Millivolt 

Milliwatt 

Moment of Inertia 

Momentum 

Motor Lead Baffle Plate 

Motor Leads 

Motor Poles 

Motor Stator 

Motor Stator Hub 

mv 

The fixed portion of the microsyn. It is circular 
on the outside with poles projecting inward toward 
the center. These poles are wound with electrical 
windings that are interconnected. The stator is 
made up of metal laminations. The laminated cores 
are sealed with potting compound after the windings 
have been applied. 

One thousandth of an ampere (10-3) which is the unit 
of current. 

Units equal to one-thousandth of earth rate (approxi
mately 0. 015" /hr.). 

One thousandth of a Henry, which is the unit of in
ductance. 

One thousandth (10-3) of a volt, which is the unit of 
electrical potential. 

One thousandth (10-3) of a watt, which is the unit of 
electrical power. 

The effect of the mass of a rotating body. Since .the 
mass of each particle of the body is situated at some 
distance from the center of rotation (radius of the 
particle) it is acting through a lever arm and 
creates a moment of force. 

Mass times velocity (more simply, "weight times 
speed"); also the product of force and time. 

See Flex Lead Baffle Plate. 

The wires (3 or 4) that bring current into .the float 
to the wheel motor. In order to minimize the un
desired flex torque that these · leads exe rt on the 
float, they are made of very thin curved silver 
ribbons and are equally spaced around the ci r cum
ference of the float. 

See Wheel Motor Stator. 

See Wheel Motor Stator. 

A metal casting that clamps on the wheel shaft and 
on which is mounted the wheel motor stator. 

The abbreviation for millivolt. 
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mw 

Negative Axis (Gyro) 

Negative Rotation 

Null (null point) 

Null Voltage 

OA 

OA Parallel 

Oe,rsted 

Ohm 

Orthogonal System ( of 
axes) 

Outer Case 

Outer Race Spacer . 

Outer Races 

Output 

Output Axis 
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The abbreviation for milliwatt . 

The end of the axis without the arrowhead, opposite 
to the positive end of the axis as determined by the 
Right-hand rule . 

The opposite of positive rotation. 

Zero r eading , 

The voltage output of the signal microsyn at the 
signal microsyn null point. Theoretically, the null 
voltage would be zero, but due to quadrature, mag
netic coupling, etc., there is always some value of 
null voltage (in the order of millivolts). 

The Output Axis. 

The tumbling test orientation, output axis parallel 
with the earth polar axis . This is the same orien
tation as the IA perpendicular orientation, and is 
used so that there will be no earth rate sensed by 
the gyro (since the IA is the equatorial plane). 

A unit of magnetic intensity . 

The unit of resistance, reactance . 

See Right-Handed System. 

See Gyro Case. 

The ring that separates the two outer races and, 
due to the difference in its thiclmess compared with 
the inner race spacer, provides bearing preload by 
exerting a wedging action on the balls. 

The wheel bearing races next to the wheel, separ
ated from the inner races by the balls . 

The end-product that a machine provides. See Sig
nal Microsyn Output. 

A line passing t~rough the center of the float pivots; 
also, a line passing through the centers of the micro
syn rotors. This line should be mutually perpendi
cular with the input and spin axes. Its positive 
direction depends upon the direction of a positive 

. precession. 
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Pendulosity 

Pendulous Gyro 

Pendulous ·Mass 

Pendulous Torque 

Pendulum 

Phase 

Phase Angle 

Pitch 

Positive Axis 

Positive Rotation 

-· A measure of pendulous torque, equal to. the weight 
of the pendulous -mass times the length of the pendu-

· lum arm. The . term is applied to· the gyro wheel in 
the pendulous gyro. 

A gyroscope in which the float mass . is offset from 
the output axis (not centered .in the middle of the 
spin axis shaft) so as to act as a pendulum· (pro
duces a torque to rotate the float when an acceler
ation acts upon it). 

Any mass that hangs down and is free to swing like 
a pendulum when accelerated. (In the case of 
AC Spark ·p1ug pendulous gyros, the gyro wheel 
acts as a pendulous mass to produce a pendUlous 
torque on the float when the mass is accelerated. ) 

A, torque (on the float) caused by acceleration act
ing upon a pendulous mass. In the gyro acceler
ometer pendulous torque is created by acceleration 
acting-on the displaced wheel, and this torque· is 
then nulled out by precessional torque. 

See Two-Degree-Of-Freedom Pendulum. 

Time relationship. 

Phase expressed in angular units. 

A rotational motion about the pitch axis of a vehicle. 
In an airplane, the pitch axis is the axis drawn 
through the wing from wingtip to wingtip. 

The end of the axis determined by the right hand 
rule. This is the end of the axis that has the arrow- · 
head. 

The direction of rotation obeying the right hand 
rule with respect to the positive end of its ·axis. 
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Potential. Energy 

Power Factor 

Precession 

Precession Axis 

Precessional Torque 

Projection(s) 

P reload 

The capability that an object has for doing work due 
to its height {or distance through which it can be 
accelerated). It is equal to the mass times gravity 
{or acceleration) times the height (or distance). 

The figure by which the apparent power (voltamperes) 
must be multiplied to obtain true power (or 
average power). The power factor is equal to the 
cosine of the phase angle between voltage and current. 

The movement of the gyro wheel and axle at right 
angles to the input rotation or torque. In single
degree-of-freedom gyros (AC Spark Plug gyros) 
precession occurs about the output axis in response 
to a rotation about the input axis . 

The Output Axis. 

The torque caused by the input rotation or torque 
acting upon the angular momentum of the wheel in 
trying to cause it to precess. If unopposed, this 
torque results in precession. 

The component(s) of a vector, not lying on the axes 
of a coordinate system , that can be transferred to 
the coordinate axes. This is done by drawing per
pendiculars to the axes from the end(s) of the vec
tor. The points at which the perpendiculars cross 
the axes determine the lengths of the projections. 

A deliberate load imposed on the wheel bearing to 
maintain the plane of wheel rotation (keep it at 90° 
to the shaft and prevent the wheel from 
Preloading is accomplished and controlled in the ball 
bearing by selecting the thickness of the outer race 
spacer, which exerts a wedging action on the balls. 

Quadrature Adjust Resistor - The resistor that is connected to the quadrature 
adjust tap of the primary winding and to either the 
center or end tap to minimize the quadrature volt
age present in the microsyn output. The resistance 
value is determined experimentally. 

Quadrature Adjust Terminal - A terminal in the primary winding of the signal 
microsyn. A resistor is connected to this terminal 
and to either the centertap or end terminal in order 
to minimize the quadrature voltage present in the 
microsyn output. 
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Quadrature Voltage 

R 

Races 

Radian 

Random Motions 

Random Torque 

Reactance 

Reference Winding 

· Reluctance 

Repeatability 

Residual Unbalance Torque 

Resistance 

The component(s) of signal microsyn output voltage 
that are 90° out of phase with respect to the desired 
signal voltage. 

The abbreviation for resistance. 

The parts of a ball bearing assembly in which the 
balls ride. They are two concentric metal rings, 
the inner grooved on its outer surface, the outer 
grooved on its inner surface. The balls ride be
tween the races in the grooves. See Inner Races 
and Outer Races. 

A unit for measuring angles; one radian is the angle 
enclosed by an arc of a circle equal in length to the 
radius of the circle. 

See Vehicle Random Motions. 

See Uncertainty Torque. 

See Inductive Reactance or Capacitive Reactance. 

The primary winding of a torque microsyn. The 
current remains at a fixed value in this winding. 

An opposition to magnetic flux in a magnetic circuit, 
analogous to resistance in an electric circuit. 

The ability of a gyro to repeat its performance (plot 
of torque microsyn current required to hold the 
float at null) under similar conditions. The degree 
of repeatability may be expressed as a curve that is 
the difference of the torque curves made during two 
runs, or the values of the curves at the same paints
may be tabulated and an RMS value taken to produce 
a single figure of repeatability. 

A torque on the float due to flex lead torque and 
microsyn reaction torque. This torque is not gravity 
dependent (does not depend upon the orientation of 
the gyro). 

An opposition to the flow of current (either ac or de) 
that dissipates power. 
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Resolution 

Resoiver 

Re80D$Dce ·(resqnant · 
()C)tnr- ·series clnnut). 

IUght-Hand Rule 

Roll 
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The analysis of a vector into ·its compone~ts. There 
are an irifiritte "· nu:piber of sets' .of components that ~ 
when added .together (vectorially) will yield the given 
vector. Projection will yield one pair of components. 
Other patrs. can be obtained by the method of com
pleting the parallelogram. 

- An electromechanical device for converting vectors 
from· p·olar to rectangular form and vice-versa, or 
from one set of coordinates to another. In inertial 
guidance, the gyro axes may not coincide with the 
vehicle axes. When this is so, a resolver per- . 
fol'Itis ·the· necessary coordinate conve1:sion •. 

· The circuit condition where the internaL..·tmpedance 
is minimum· and, hence , the' .curr.ent is .. · 
maximum. The impedance is a minimum.because 
the inductive and capacitive reactances are ·equal· 

. and cancel and there is only· a resistive component 
of impedance. Although resonant circuits ·are emf 
ployed:in the magnetic suspension (8-pole) mic~ 
syns, the-circuits are tuned so that they never 
reach resonance (they operate at the half-po_wer 
point). 

See Ball Retainer. 

The rule that determines either the direction of the 
positive end of an axis, or the direction of rotation 
about that axis, when the other quantity is lmown. 
The rule states: Curve the fingers of the right hand 
about-·the axis in the direction of the rotation. TJlen 
extend the _thumb of this hand, which will then point 
in the· direction of the positive end of the axis. 

A rotational motion about the roll axis of a vehicle. 
In an airplane, the roll axis is a horizontal line 
through the fuselage from the propellor to the ~1 
section. 
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Rotational Balancing 

Rotor 

Rotor Laminations 

R-Term 

SA 

Scalar 

Scale Factor 

Schule r Tuning 

Sect>nd Harmonic 

Sensitivity 

Sensor 

Servo (servo inechanism) 

Making the moments of gravitational force and 
buoyant force in the float equal to each other. This 
results in the ability of the float to remain in any 
set position regardless of how the gyro is oriented. 
It is accomplished by adding or subtracting weights 
of different densities to the float. 

The moving part of an electrically driven rotating 
device. See Signal Microsyn and Hysteresis Motor . 

See Microsyn Laminations. 

The residual unbalance torque. 

The spin axis~ 

A quantity that has. size only and not direction, such 
as mass, speed, time, etc. 

See Accelerometer Scale Factor. 

The process of adjusting the natural period (time of 
one complete swing) of the pendulous mass in the 
accelerometer gyro . The natural period is made 
equal to the period that a simple pendulum would 
have if it were as long as the radius of the earth. 
The Schuler tuning is accomplished by an electronic 
network in the accelerometer servo amplifier . The 
purpose of the tuning is to make the pendulous mass 
(wheel) insensitive to accelerations so that it will 
always indicate the vertical. 

A term sometimes used to indicate the compliance 
unbalance torque term (since its frequency is twice 
that of the mass unbalance terms) . More generally, 
it is the component of an alternating curve which is 
twice the frequency of the fundamental frequency. 

The angular gain of a gyro. 

See Heater Sensor . 

A device for maintaining stability by sensing errors 
in the system and feeding back those errors to 
initiate corrective action. 
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Servo Test 

Shaft 

Signal Generator 

Signal Microsyn 

Signal Microsyn Null 

~gnal Microsyn Output 

Signal Microsyn Sensitivity -
·. : ) .· .. 

Single-degree-of-freedom 
gyro 

Specific Gravity 

Spin Axis 
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A major functional test of a completed gyroscope in 
which the gyro is connected to drive the test table in 
such a manner as to maintain the float at null. Sev
eral orientations of gyro axes with respect to tum
table axis are used. A plot is made oftest .table 
rate vs table rotation angle. Analysis of the re
sults of this test gives a good indication of gyro 
quality, especially repeatability. 

See Wheel Shaft. 

See Signal Microsyn. 

An electromechanical device for conve·rting rotation 
of the gyro float into electrical signals. It consists 
of a laminated stator with wound poles (4 or 8) and 
a laminated rotor .- The rotor is attached to the 
float pivots, and the stator is potted and fixed per
manently to the gyro end housing. The rotor ro
tates inside the stator. The operation of the signal 
microsyn is that of a differential transformer. 

The position of the signal microsyn rotor Where the 
electrical output of the microsyn is a minimum 
(null voltage) . 

An electrical voltage indicating the magnitude and 
direction of gyro float rotation. 

The ratio of signal microsyn output voltage to float 
rotation angle. 

A wheel and axle mounted in a gimbal that is free 
to rotate in one plane only (single-degree-of
freedom). 

The ratio between · the weight of a substance and the 
weight of an .equal volume of water. 

The axis about which the gyro wheel rotates. In 
the case of AC Spark Plug gyros, the spin axis (SA) 
is defined as a line passing through the center of . 
the wheel shaft, perpendicular to the plane (surface) 
of the wheel. Its positive direction depends upon 
the direction of wheel rotation. The spin axis 
should make right angles with the gyro input and 
output axes. In practice, the angles may not be 
precisely 90°. 



Spin Axis Bearing 

"Spin chases torque" 

Spin Motor 

Spin Reference Axis 

SRA 

Stabilization Electronics 

Stabilization Servo 

Stator Laminations 

Stator Poles 

Stops 

Suspension 

Synchronism 

Synchronous Speed 

See Wheel Bearing. 

A simple reminder for determining the direction of 
positive precession for a positive input: The spin 
axis will attempt to align itself with the torque axis 
(input axis). 

See Wheel Motor. 

The position of the spin axis when the float is at its 
null position (see Float Null). 

The Spin Reference Axis. 

Collectively, the filters, amplifiers, and resolvers 
that together with the gyros, torque exciter, torque 
:µiotors, and gimbals make up the stabilization servo. 

A positional servo that, in AC Spark Plug inertial 
guidance systems, has a gyroscope as its error 
detector or sensor. 

A platform that is maintained in a fixed position 
(either with respect to the earth or with respect to 
inertial space). In AC Spark Plug inertial guidance 
systems the platform is maintained stable by a 
stabilization servo that uses gyroscopes as its sen
sing devices . 

The stationary portion of electrically driven rotat
ing devices. See Wheel Motor Stator and Signal 
Microsyn Stator. 

See Microsyn Laminations. 

:- See Miorosyn Stator and Wheel Motor. 

See Float Stops . 

~ See Magnetic Suspension. 

.., See Synchronous Speed. 

The gyro wheel speed at which the particles of the 
wheel are rotating at the same speed as the rotating 
magnetic field in the motor stator. A steady wheel 
motor current indicates synchronous speed has been 
reached. 
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Thermistor · 

Threshold (threshold 
. sensitivity) 

Tilt Table 

·To~e Axis 
. . . 

Torque Exci~r 

One of the sensing devices for gyro heat.er circuitry . 
controL Its resistance changes with temperature. 

.The smallest input (rotation about IA) that a gyro-
. scope will detect . 

An item of test equipment for determining the. scale 
factor of accelerometers. It can be tilted very pre
cisely to simulate an acceleration input of 1 g or a 

. fraction of a g .. 

A twisting force, or rotational ~orce; a force acting 
. through some distance from the center or rotation 
(distance is called radius or lever arm). 

The axis about which a t orque acts. 

- A motor-generator set with one motor and three 
generators. Each gener ator amplifies the output of 
a signal micr osyn in order to drive its corresponding 
torque . motor . 

. Toi,que Generator See Torque Microsyn. 

Torque Microsyn An electromechanical device for converting electri
cal signals into float rotations. Physically it is 
almost identical to the signal microsyn. 

T~rque. Microsyn Sensitivity - The ratio of torque microsyn torque produced to the 
square of the torque microsyn current. 

Torque Motor One of the three motors in a stabillzat;ion sertto that 
turns a gimbal (in response to a signal initiated by 
a gyro or gyros) to isolate the stable platform from 
pitch, roll, or yaw. 

· Transfer Function The ratio of energy out to energy in. In gyros , 

. . 

the ratio of signal microsyn output voltage to input 
angle. This ratio can be converted to angular gain 
if the sensitivity of the signal microsyn (ratio of 
output voltage to output angle) is Im.own . . 

T1"8DsformatiQn of Energy . The c.onversion of one form of energy to another; 
from ~echanical energy to electrical energy, etc. 
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Trunnion Axis 

Trunnions 

Tumbling Test 

Tuned Circuit 

Turntable (Test Table) 

Two-degree-of-freedom 
gyro 

Two-degree-of-freedom 
pendulum 

The axis through the turntable trunnions, at right 
angles to its rotational axis. The table is tilted 
about this axis. 

A pair of oppositely located pivots that permit a 
device to be swivelled. In the case of a gyro, t run
nions are provided on either end of the outer case 
for mounting the unit. In the case of the test table, 
the trunnions permit the table's rotational axis to 
be tilted. 

One of the major functional tests of a completed 
gyroscope. The gyro is mounted on a test table with 
the OA of the gyro parallel with the Earth Polar 
Axis and the test table is rotated, usually at 8 times 
earth rate. The gyro float is held at null by the 
torque microsyn which is activated by the signal 
microsyn output signal and a plot is made (recorded 
automatically) of torque microsyn current required 
to keep the float at null vs table angle. Because 
the table is rotated through 360° (several runs 
usually) the unbalances will undergo various orienta
tions with respect to gravity. The tumbling test is 
used to identify and separate the unbalance coeffi
cients . 

See Resonance. 

A table with a very stable mount that can be rotated 
about its axis at a very constant rate by means of a 
torque motor. Its rotational axis can also be tilted 
very precisely. It is used in tumbling testing. 

A wheel and axle mounted in a gimbal that is, in 
turn, mounted in a second gimbal. Therefore, the 
wheel and axle are free to change direction in two 
planes (two-degrees-of-freedom). This device will 
accept inputs in either of two planes, and will pre
cess in either of two planes. 

A pendulum that simultaneously indicates the dis
placement from vertical in two planes at right 
angles to each other. AC Spark Plug inertial guid
ance systems usually have such a device to align 
the stable platform initially to the local vertical 
(gravity vector). 
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UIA 

Unbalance Coefficients 

Unbalance Torques 

Unbalances 

Uncertainty Torque 

UsRA 

V 

Vector 

Vehicle Random Motions 

Velocity (linear velocity) 

Velocity pot (vel. poten
tiometer) 

Viscous Damping 

Volt 
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The symbol for mass unbalance about the input axis. 

See Gyro Coefficients. 

Torques produced by gravity components acting up
on the unbalances. Since they are gravity depen
dent, these torques depend upon the position of the 
gyro. If unopposed (by precessional torque, com
pensation torque applied through the torque micro
syn, etc.) they produce float rotation (gyro drift). 

Various irregularities (extra masses, unsymmetri
cal placements, etc.) that cause unwanted rotations 
of the float (see Unbalance Torques). The most 
common unbalances are: mass unbalance, compli
ance unbalance and residual unbalance. 

A random torque of unknown cause; the difference 
between the known torques and the total torque. 

The symbol for mass unbalance about the spin refer
ence axis . 

The abbreviation for volt. 

A quantity that has both magnitude and direction 
(such as velocity, force). A vector is represented 
on paper as an arrow, the head of which indicates 
the direction in which the vector is acting, and the 
length of the arrow is the absolute magnitude of the~ 
vector quantity . 

The pitch, roll, and yaw motions of a vehicle. It 
is necessary to correct for these motions .in order 
to maintain platform stability (provide pitch, roll, 
and yaw isolation). 

The speed and direction of an object; the rate at which 
an object changes position, as measured by divid-
ing the distance travelled by the time it took to 
travel that distance. 

A potentiometer that indicates the position of the 
accelerometer drive motor shaft. This position is 
proportional to the velocity being sensed. 

See Damping Fluid and Damping Torque. 

The unit of electrical potential. 

,. 
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Watt . 

Wheel Aaliembly (or Pack~ . -

ace> 

. -. Wheel . Motor -

Wbeel.Motor~r 

WAael Shaft. 

"WOJPkfilg''' .Capacitor 

z 

The unit of electrical power; volts x amps x cos q,, 
amps squared x ohms, or volts squared+ ohms._ 

The wheel shaft. bearing assembly. motor stator 
hub. motor stator, hysteresis ring. wheel (or rotor), 
and in some cases, an inertia ring. 

The bearing between the wheei and wheel shaft, also . 
· called the spin axis bearing. The ·conven~onal bill 

bearing fol'Dl consists of a pair of assemblies, each · 
containing an inner race. an outer race, .,-n lnner 
race spacer, an outer race spacer, . a ball retainer, 
and balls . 

Consists of a wound stator mounted on the motor 
·· stator hub, a hysteresis ring sweated into the bore 
of the wheel, and the rotor, which ls the wheel it
self. The motor ls a hysteresis .- synchronous type . 

The·· wound, stationary portion of the wheel spin 
motor that ls attached to the float . 

· The shaft upon which the gyro wheel x:otates. In 
AC Spark Plug gyros . the shaft is statlona,ry within 
the gimbal. 

· The· drag on the gyro wheel due to the gas particles 
. in the enclosed space of the gyro float .. 

One of the capacitors used in the external circuit of 
the magnetic sµspension (8-pole) ~crosyn. Each 
pair of poles in this device has a capacitor connected 
in series with it to effect a tuned circuit . The 
circuits are tuned to the upper: half-power poinf by 
Selecting the proper capacitance value . 

The symbol for capacitive reactance. 

The symbol for inductive reactance. 

A rotational motion ( right or left) about the yaw axis 
of a vehicle. In an airplane, the yaw axis is aver
tical line through the fuselage. The yaw, pitch, and 
roll axes intersect at the center of gravity. 

The symbol for impedance. 
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